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Quam to Young
Quam, Louis O. Publication No. 93. Research in the Antarctic. A Symposium
Presented at the Dallas Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science----December, 1968. 1st Edition(?). Med 8vo, xv, 768 pp; large folding
map & several other maps, numerous illus, figs & diagrams, tables, chap refs,
index; orig grey-green cloth, lettered in silver on spine and front board. Washington, D.C.: American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1971. (vg in
slightly worn d.j.) (Renard 1266)

$ 11.35

45.00

This work includes a brief account of, and a reprint of papers by James Eights,
who accompanied Captains Palmer and Pendleton, and was the first qualified
naturalist to set foot on land south of the Antarctic Convergence.
The author was the Chief Scientist, Office of Polar Programs, NSF, 1967-- 72.

Quartermain, L.B. South to the Pole. The Early History of the Ross Sea Sector,
Antarctica. Foreword by Raymond Priestly. 1st Edition (NZ?). Thick roy 8vo, xxi,
481 pp; endpaper maps, folding map & 1 full-page map, 26 plates, glossary, bib,
index; orig cream cloth, lettered on spine in gilt on blue panel. London: Oxford
University Press, Wellington, Melbourne,1967. (vg in worn d.w.) (Authors autograph*) (Spence 949) [3D--5452] (Before Renard 1273----London Edition)
NZ$ 7.95

102.00

$140.00 London Edition

I first met Les Quartermain in 1967 when he was editor of the New Zealand
Antarctic Society’s Antarctic Bulletin. I carried on a correspondence with him until
his death and then with his wife Helen for a short time. The authors autographs
and laid in items are those that were personally addressed to me.
*Autographed by the author on title page. Laid in Christmas card from Author.

------------. Antarctica’s Forgotten Men. 1st Edition. Med 8vo, {xiv}, 192 pp; 2 maps,
7 plates, refs; orig dark blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt.
Wellington: Millwood Press, (1981). (new in d.j.) [A--27797] (Renard 1275)
(Loosely inserted letters*)

NZ$ 7.95

52.00

$?

26.50

Biographies of some of the lesser-known members of the major early twentieth
century expeditions to Antarctica.
Les Quartermain died in 1973 before the book was finished. The final chapter was
written by Quartermain’s daughter Marion Rego.
*Laid in personal letters from Les and his wife, Helen

------------. Down to the Ice. Prepared and originally published as a Post-primary School
Bulletin by the Department of Education. G.P. Serial No. 55. Oblong roy 8vo, 48
pp; double-page map, 2 other maps, double-page panoramic plan, 9 full-page &
30 other illus; orig stiff pictorial wraps. Wellington: R.E. Owen, Government
Printer, 1966. (vg) (Paperback) (authors inscription*) (fiction) (Renard 1272)
Renard lists a school bulletin copy published in 1965 and thinks that this work was
first published in 1964.
*Personal note and autographed by author
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------------. Two Huts in the Antarctic. Antarctic Division New Zealand Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research. 1st Edition (?). Med 8vo, 86 pp; 4 maps, 16
plates, 1 diagram; orig stiff pictorial wraps. Scarce. Wellington: R.E. Owen,
Government Printer, 1963. (autographed by Author) (Paperback) (vg some shelf
wear) (Spence 946) (Renard 1268) [D--1275]

$ 0.75

50.00

$?

34.00

------------. New Zealand and the Antarctic. 1st Edition (?) Med 8vo, xix, 269 pp; large
color folding map (in pocket on inside back board), 10 other maps (3 folding & 6
full-page), 36 plates, appens, refs, index; orig green buckram, lettered in silver on
spine & front board. Wellington: A. R. Shearer, Government Printer, 1971. (vg in
shelf worn d.w.) (Spence 950) (Renard 1274)

$ 56.50

58.00

------------. The Ross Dependency in Pictures. Information Series 47. 1st Edition, Med
8vo [vi], 34 pp; 2 full-page maps, 34 illus; orig light blue wraps, cover lettered in
dark blue. Very good, scarce. Wellington: Antarctic Division DSIR, 1965. (VG)
(paperback) (CBull 03/13/99) (Renard 1271)

$ 36.50

37.00

Quigg, Philip W. A Pole Apart: The Emerging Issue of Antarctica. A Twentieth
Century Fund Report. 1st Edition (?). Med 8vo, xvii, 299 pp; 5 maps, extensive
notes, index; orig navy blue quarter cloth, spine lettered in white, blue papered
sides, blind stamped publishers device on front board, ISBN number in white on
back board. New York: New Press, McGraw-Hill Book Company, (1983). (as new
in d.j.) [M--27549] (Renard 1276)

$ 19.95

26.08

An examination of Shackleton’s hut at Cape Royds and Scott’s at Cape Evans.

------------. South From New Zealand; an Introduction to Antarctica. Antarctic Division
New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. 1st Edition (?).
Med 8vo, 78 pp; 3 maps (1 folding), 16 plates, appen, big; orig stiff pictorial wraps.
Wellington: R.E. Owen, Government Printer, 1964. (Paperback) (vg some shelf
wear, 1 bent corner on front wrap) (Spence 947) (Renard 1270) [A--3483]
An overview of Antarctic history from Ross to the IGY.
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Book of the Polar Regions
fusely illus with drawings that have been partially colorized, index; plasticized
board lettered in white, black & red. Ex-library with usual library markings, but
very good plus condition. New York: Hart Publishing Co. Inc., [1962]. (vg+)
$ 4.00
are about Antarctica.
*Two upside down discard stamps on inside free endpaper: Two line library stamp: Library.Stonewall
r on
inside
total

Ralston, Kathleen.
. The Early Life of Phillip Law.
Edition(?), x, 236 pp; endpaper examples of Law’s diary entries, frontispiece
blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Inside of dustwrapper and edges of boards water
05/13/99)
sub-antarctic stations before the IGY, In 1954 their first on-continent stations,
*The water damage is not apparent until the dust wrapper is removed and then
This book was purchased new and it was damaged in shipment.

The Terrors of Ice and Darkness.
by John E. Woods. 1st American Edition. viii, 228 pp; illus with b&w photos &
hairs, spine lettered in gilt. Orig published in Vienna, 1984. New York: Grove
$ 3.45
The narrator of this novel is obsessed with a young Italian lost in the arctic winter
Pole Expedition.

Sea of the Bear
and the Arctic, 1921, with Eloise Katherine Engle. 1st Edition (?). xiv, 121 pp;
reading list, bio, colophon, drawing & ships specs; orig black cloth, gilt lettering
newspaper clipping)

45.00

Bear.
while being towed to Philadelphia to serve as a restaurant. Suicide?
Bear
January 12, 1958
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Ralling, Christopher. See: Shackleton.
Rapin, William. A Penguin in New York. Written and Illustrated by William Rapin.
1st Edition(?), 8vo, 32 (unpaginated) pp; illus with b/w drawings; orig black
plasticized boards, lettered in white, back board decorated with emperor penguin,
front board decorated with penguin & six gentlemen in top-hats & tails; near fine
in near fine dust jacket. St. Paul, Minnesota: Hot Chocolate Books / Coffee House
Press, [1984]. (near fine in near fine brodart prot d.j.) (fiction) (eBay 12/08/00)

$ 7.95

9.95

Bored with life in Antarctica a restless penguin is befriended by Captain Cousteau
and eventually arrives in New York City where he is sure he will find happiness.
However, he finds loneliness and despair in a city, that without love is, as cold as
the South Pole.
There is no half-title and the inscription is on the page where the half-title should
be. There is also a note of thanks to the Cousteau Society for permission to use
Cousteau’s name.

Rarick, Carrie. Illus by Vivienne Blake DeMuth. Little Penguin. A Rand McNally
Junior Elf Book. 1st Edition(?), 29 pp (unpaginated): front endpapers have colored
zoo scene, back endpapers consist of last two pages of book, most pages consist
of text and color drawings, with several full-page drawings. Orig turtleback color
pictorial boards with baby penguin on ice, with white & red lettering. Some dirt
on boards and a little wear on spine, else very good. Chicago: Rand McNally &
Company, MCMLX (1960). (vg) (turtleback) (pre-school) (eBay 0426/99)

$ 4.00

12.50

$ 12.99

49.00

This cute little book has a K-Mart store sticker on the front board with a 45¢ price.
The manufacturer price on the book is 49¢. The back board has a bar code which
could indicate this to be a copy that was reprinted after 1973 which was the year
that UPCs became standard in retail stores in the U.S. & Canada.

Ray, G. Carleton, and M. G. McCormick-Ray. A Chanticleer Press Edition Wildlife of
the Polar Regions. 1st Edition(?), Impl 8vo, 232 pp; 3 color frontispieces, 272
illus with numerous color photos, 4 maps, b/w drawings and sketches, many of
the color plates are full page and facing pages, picture credits, appen (consisting
of wildlife sketches and glossary), index; orig white buckram-grained paper
boards, spine lettered in grey; as new in very good, slightly scuffed dust jacket.
New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers, [1981]. (as new) (coffee table book)
(both poles) (Renard 1281) (eBay 01/03/00)
A Chanticleer Press Edition in the Wildlife Habitat Series. A collection of pictures
and facts about all the native wildlife in the coldest regions of the earth.

[Readers Digest] Antarctica. Great Stories from the Frozen Continent------See: Bechervaise.
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Reed, William. The Phantom of the Poles. 1st Edition (?). Cr 8vo, 283 pp; 13 full-page
plates, 8 text illus; orig olive-brown cloth, lettered in gilt on spine & front board.
head & foot of spine thin, bottom edges chipped, corners slight worn & bumped,
else very good. Scarce. New York: Walter S. Rockey Company, 1906. (dealers
label*) (vg) (both poles) (Spence 963) (Renard 1287) (Finch 01/13/95)

$ 62.00

75.00

$ 15.50

23.00

$ 13.36

18.00

$ 5.00

16.40

$ 45.01

75.00

The old Symes ‘‘Hollow Earth’’ theory, with proofs from the accounts of real
explorers and much else besides. As soon as you adopt the belief that the earth
is hollow, perplexing questions will be easily solved, the mind will be satisfied, and
the triumph of sensible reasoning will come as a delight never to be forgotten. Go
ahead----try it! You’ll like it. It’s good, real good.
*Dealers small decorated label on inside front board: ‘‘Plantation / Book Shop / Natchez, miss.’’

Reeves-Stevens, Judith & Garfield. Icefire. 1st ARC, 526 pp; orig illus stiff paper
wraps. New York: Pocket Books, [1998] (as new) (paperback) (fiction----Cordes
p30) (eBay 10/30/98)
Advance reading copy, or advance uncorrected proof. Without maps, illus, index
and so forth.
Nuclear bombs are planted on the Ross Ice Shelf. The Navy Seals come to the
rescue.

Reilly, Pauline. Penguins of the World. 1st Edition. 164 pp; illus with color & b/w
plates, glossary, bib; orig photo illustrated paper wraps. Melbourne: Oxford
University Press, (1994) (paperback) (as new)
The author who spent several month on Macquaries Island studying the penguins
there. She has written several other books on penguins, including a childrens book.
In this book she discuss all the species of penguins and the chapters are broken
down by Genus.

Reiss, Bob, Purgatory Road. 1st Edition (?). 239 pp; orig quarter dark blue cloth, light
blue papered sides, spine lettered in silver. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1996.
(as new in d.j.) (fiction----Cordes p30) (ERH 06/17/97)
Minerals, murder, sies, and psychosis are the daily fare at a small Antarctic base.
The author visited Palmer Station on assignment with Outside magazine. In his
acknowledgment he praises the NSF disclaims basing this novel on Palmer Station
or anyone he met while there.

Renard, Julien G.R., compiler. Antarctica. Volume I. 1st Edition. x, 244(6); orig stiff
pictorial wraps, black lettering on spine and cover. List of Prices realized. Volume
I Antarctica. 8 pp uncut, folded, laid in. Collingwood (Glenhuntly, Australia):
Gaston Renard, 1994. (paperback) (WORKING COPY)
Catalogue of major collections of Antarctic Books sold at auction in Australia.

------------, compiler. Antarctica. Volume I. 1st Edition. x, 244(6); orig stiff pictorial
wraps, black lettering on spine and cover. List of Prices realized. Volume I
Antarctica. 8 pp uncut, folded, laid in. Collingwood (Glenhuntly, Australia):
Gaston Renard, 1994. (paperback) (Renard 08/07/99)

R
$ 58.73

75.00

Another copy of the above to be used as collection copy.
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------------, Antarctica. To be sold at Auction by Lenard Joel, 15th, 16th and 17th
November 1994 Super Roy 8vo. 1st Edition. x, 244(6) pp; orig navy buckram,
spine and front board lettered in gilt, gilt, front and back boards decorated with
paste-ons from orig stiff wraps; pictorial wraps from orig paperback included as
free endpapers but not on stiff paper, pocket at bottom inside back board with
prices realized; extensive water damage, boards swollen, endpaper color bleeding.
damp stained pages. Collingwood (Glenhuntly, Australia): Gaston Renard, (1994).
(water damaged) (Renard ?) (WORKING COPY)
$ 00.00
This copy was water damaged during shipment and was replaced by the below
copy which was purchased with money received from a postal insurance claim.
One of a small number of copies specially bound.

------------, Antarctica. To be sold at Auction by Lenard Joel, 15th, 16th and 17th
November 1994 Super Roy 8vo. 1st Edition. x, 244(6) pp; orig navy buckram,
spine and front board lettered in gilt, gilt, front and back boards decorated with
paste-ons from orig stiff wraps; pictorial wraps from orig paperback included as
free endpapers but not on stiff paper, pocket at bottom inside back board with
prices realized. Collingwood (Glenhuntly, Australia): Gaston Renard, (1994).
(new, fine) (Renard 03/27/99)
A$147.00
One of a small number of copies specially bound.

------------, compiler. Antarctica. To be sold at Auction by Lenard Joel, 15th, 16th and
17th November 1994 Super Roy 8vo. Special Limited Edition. x, 244(6) pp; orig
full morocco (black), spine lettered in gilt, top edge gilt, includes orig stiff pictorial
wraps as endpapers, publishers label, with boxed text pasted on inside front board,
pocket at bottom inside back board. Collingwood (Glenhuntly, Australia): Gaston
Renard, (1996). (new, fine) (copy number 2 of 10) (publishers label*) (Renard
09/27/96)

A$217.00

A huge collection totaling 1744 lots, the most comprehensive collection of Antarctic
books ever offered for sale, including nearly all the great rarities, and many items
not listed in Spence’s Antarctic Miscellany, all carefully described, with bibliographic detail and information footnotes. All references to ‘‘Renard’’ in this collection
refer to this work. A small number of cloth-bound copies were also issued. This is
a special very limited edition reprint of Volume I. Volume II was Australian
Exploration and Volume III was Art and Literature.
*publishers label: Of this catalogue, ten copies have been specially bound in full morocco. This copy
is number 2.

Rendell, Phyllis. See: Asprey, Algernon.
Resnick, Jane P. Penguins. Eyes on Nature Series.1st Edition(?), 32 pp; illus with color
photos; orig color photo decorated stiff paper wraps. Several small spots on front
cover otherwise very good near fine. Chicago: Kids Books Incorporated, [1997].
(vg) (paperback) (juvenile) (*bookmark laid in) (eBay 04/12/99)

$ 8.75

16.00

Small fundraising book with penguin facts and photos. Original price was $5.95. I
purchased a second copy, also in near fine condition, but without the bookmark,
for $2.26 on eBay, 12/02/00.
This copy was printed for and distributed by Innisbrook Wraps in connection with
scholastic fundraising programs for young school children. Innisbrook awards
books from this series to students who sell five or more items.
*Laid in cutout Penguin Books penguin bookmark in as new condition. 8 3/4 inch tall and finished on
both sides.
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Reynolds, William, Lt. Voyage to the Southern Ocean ---- The Letters of Lieutenant
William Reynolds from the U.S. Exploring Expedition, 1838-1842. Edited by Anne
Hoffman Cleaver, and E. Jeffrey Stann. With an Introduction and Epilogue by
Herman J. Viola. 1st Edition. xlii, 326 pp; endpaper maps, 5 text maps, colored
portrait of Reynolds frontispiece, 22 illus, 2 appens, bib, index; orig green cloth,
spine lettered in gilt, ISBN on back board in gilt. Annapolis: Naval Institute Press
1988. (new in d.j.) (Renard 1292)

$ 8.95

27.95

$ 8.60

35.87

$ 22.50

24.00

$ 12.50

44.00

$ 6.54

28.80

This is the expedition under Wilkes command. Wilkes was court marshaled three
times and still made admiral.

Richards, Eva Alvey. Arctic Mood. A Narrative of Arctic Adventures. 282 pp; endpapers illus with maps of coastline with insets of Alaska map, village and Eskimo
family; illus with photographs and numerous drawings by the author; orig blue
cloth boards, spine labeled in white, front board has embossed title. Caldwell,
Idaho: The Caxton Printers Ltd., 1949 (vg+) (arctic) (eBay 04/30/98)
The author went to the Arctic under a government contract, as a school teacher
and nurse to an Eskimo village. She did what was written in her contract and much
more. This is the story of her year of service.
The book has information about the Revenue Cutter Bear and Captain Cochran.

Rink, Paul. Conquering Antarctica. Richard E. Byrd. Illustrated by Robert Boehmer.
1st Ed (?), 190 pp; half title page lettered in green & blue, title page printed in blue
& black, 1 map (with green color added), 10 illus (7 include in blue color); orig
red art leather, spine & front board lettered in gilt. Front free end paper has been
removed else very good. Chicago:Toronto: F. E. Compton & Company, Publishers, Compton’s Pictured Encyclopedia, [1961]. (vg in price clipped, mylar covered
vg d.j.) (juvenile) (before/after Renard 1304) (Parmer 21/10/98)
Renard claims his copy, Encyclopedia Britannica Press, to be first edition.

Rivolier, Jean. Emperor Penguins. Translated from the French by Peter Wiles. !st
Edition In English (?) (Canadian Issue [?]). 131 pp; 16 plates; orig light blue
cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt. Spine badly faded. (Toronto)
London: Elek Books, (1956) (Ex-Library*) (Spence 976) [1951-1961 B-1422]
(Renard 1305)
The French winter at Adelie Land to study and report on penguins. Contains much
on sled dogs as well. A book for the general reader, not the scientist.
*Library number on spine, paste-down pocket over another pastedown on inside front board, boxed 3
line stamp in two places on pocket and once on title page: ‘‘Discarded by Picton Public Library’’. oval
stamp over one of the discard boxes on pocket and title page: ‘‘The Property of the Public Library,
Picton, Ont.’’

Robbin, Irving. The How and Why Wonder Book of The Polar Regions. 1st Edition,
4to, 48 pp; illus with 5 map, numerous b/w and color drawings; stiff paper wraps,
illus covers, spine lettered in black, covers lettered in black, red and white, back
cover has list of other Wonder book in series, price sticker (?) removed from upper
right corner of front cover, some books in list on back cover have been highlighted
with pencil else good condition. New York: Wonder Books, a Division of Grosset
& Dunlap, Inc., [1965]. (good) (both poles) (juvenile) (*ex library) (eBay
05/19/00)
Nice drawings of polar scenes. Some Deep Freeze era scenes.
*Red WITHDRAWN FROM KENT STATE UNIVERSITY stamp on contents page. No other library markings.
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Roberts, Gillian. Penguins and Polar Bears. 1st Edition (?). 64 pp; consisting of 30
postcards featuring color paintings of cartoon type penguins and polar bears in
various activities, stiff illus paper wraps. London: Grange Books, 1993. (paperback) (juvenile) (Parmer 10/16/95

$ 16.50

23.20

$ 3.71

18.00

Cutesy postcards suitable for sending to children.

Robertson, R.B. Of Whales and Men. xii, 302 pp; drawing of whaling fleet, 16 plates,
colophon; orig blue-green cloth, spine lettered and decorated in gilt, front board
decorated in blind. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1954. (vg in ragged edges d.j.)
[same as 1951-1961 A-380] (Renard 1311)
In 1950 the Author received an appointment as senior medical officer on one of
the largest Antarctic whaling expeditions of that season, and it is this experience
about which he writes.

Robinson, Shelagh, Editor. Huskies in Harness. A Love Story in Antarctica. 1st
Edition. Demy 4to, 144, [2](Errata*, verso blank) pp; illus with numerous b&w
photos, Roll of Honour (Mawson huskies), glossary, index; orig black buckram,
spine lettered in silver, front board lettered in silver and gilt, front board has pasted
down color photo of approaching dog team and drivers. NSW Australia: Kangaroo
Press, [1995]. (as new) (binders byline**) (description laid in***) (Renard
06/22/98)
$ 58.52
A collection of dog stories from ex-expeditioners who served in Antarctica during
the past 45 years.
One of a few specially and attractively bound copies in full buckram, most of the
edition being in wrappers as the copy below.
*The errata page corrects typos on several pages and a corrected copy of a map.
The paperback version does not have the errata page.
**Bottom edge of inside back board has: ‘‘Law Bindery Bookbinders Melbourne’’ lettered in silver.
***Renards catalogue description laid in on small slip of paper.

------------. Huskies in Harness. A Love Story in Antarctica. 4to, 144 pp; illus with
numerous b&w photos, glossary, index, stiff blue illus paper wraps, spine & wraps
lettered in white, cover has color photo of approaching dog team and drivers, rear
wrap has b&w photo of departing dog team. NSW Australia: [1995]. (new)
(paperback) (Books-A-Million 12/20/96)

$ 24.45

49.90
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Robinson, Kim Stanley. Antarctica. A Novel. Uncorrected Proof Copy. [xiv] 511 pp;
orig illus paper wraps, lettered in blue. [New York: Bantam Books, 1998.] (new
paperback) (*Advance Reading Copy----Not for Sale) (fiction----Cordes p31)
(eBay 03/07/98)

$ 23.50

70.00
Signed

This is a novel of Antarctica in the not too distant future. The NYANG is still flying
VXE-6s old C-130s. However, no one remembers VXE-6 or the Navy at all. My
favorite passage is: . . . They sat eating, resting, thinking it over. It was strange,
Val thought, how heavy a mark those first expeditions had left on the people in
Antarctica; they composed the continent’s only shared culture, really. No one knew
what had happened here in the International Geophysical Year, no on knew what
the U.S. Navy years had been like . . . Nothing remembered but the beginning.
The three maps are not included in this ARC.
The author became interested in Antarcitc while doing research for his novels on
Mars. He got a trip to the Ice to find background information for this novel.
*The hardcover version was placed on sale on July 1998 at a price of $24.95.

------------. Antarctica. A Novel. 1st Edition. [xiv] 514 pp; illus with three maps; orig
quarter dark blue cloth grained paper, light blue sides, lettered in silver on spine,
authors signature blindstamped on front board. New York: Bantam Books, [1998].
(new in d.j.) (fiction----Cordes p31) (Amazon 08/07/98)
$ 23.50

105.00
Signed

------------. Antarctica. 1st Paperback Edition(?). [xv] 658 pp; illus with color photo
following front cover, three maps; orig photo illus wraps, spine and front cover
lettered in white & gold, back cover lettered in blue, black & gold. New York:
Bantam Books, [1998]. (as new) (paperback pocketbook) (fiction----Cordes p31)
(Pike Place 09/14/00)
$ 7.06
Rockwood, Roy. Under the Ocean to the South Pole. Or The Strange Cruise of the
Submarine Wonder. 1st Edition. [v], 248, [252] pp; illus end papers, with book
plate as part of fep, illus frontispiece; orig brown cloth boards, top edge red, spine
& front board lettered in black, front board has title in outline letters, front board
is decorated with scene of submarine & numerous fish. Back board has a small
area of insect damage at bottom, else very good. New York: Cupples & Leon Co,
[1907]. (vg) (fiction----Cordes p31) (CBull 04/20/96)

$31.75

35.99

Title page claims that the book is illustrated, but the only illustration is the front
board, frontispiece and endpapers, frontispiece and the advertisement pages in
the back matter. Book is part of the: Great Marvel Series by Roy Rockwood (a
pseudonym ??). Original price of the book was 50 cents.
Sailing on the Porpoise, an 80 foot submarine, an inventor and six companions go
from Freeport, New York, to the boiling hot ocean at the South Pole. Along the
way, they combat a variety of giant marine monsters and find a submarine land
with trees, bushes and grass. A stop is made at Terra del Fuego, a land of hostile
natives, large coconut crabs and turtles.
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Rodgers, Eugene. Beyond the Barrier. The Story of Byrd’s First Expedition to
Antarctica. 1st Printing. xv, 359 pp; 2 endpaper maps, 16 plates, extensive notes,
bib, index, endpapers, colophon; orig aqua linen, spine lettered in silver, ISBN nr
on back board in silver. Small black smudge on back board. Annapolis: Naval
Institute Press, 1990. (as new in d.j.) (Renard 1315)

$ 27.95

50.00

Working with the Byrd papers at Ohio State, Rodgers produced the first ‘‘inside’’
story of Byrd’s first expedition.

Roels, Illiane. Animals at Home The Penguin. Idea and Illustrations by Illiane Roels.
Translated by marion Koenig. 1st American Edition(?), square (oblong) 8vo, 20
pp (unpaginated); illus endpapers, fully illUs in color; orig color illus cloth-grained
paper boards, spine lettered in black, front board lettered in white on black & illus
with drawing of two baby penguins on block of ice, back board illus with
thumbnail covers of six books from this series, very good with normal shelf wear
an small nick on spine. New York: Grosset & Dunlap, [1969]. (vg) (preschool)
(*price label) (eBay 08/20/99)
$ 6.30
A charming little book.
*Small price sticker on bottom outside corner of inside front board: CALDOR / DEPT / 930 / $1.63

Roginski, Henrietta. Penrod, The Dancing Emperor Penguin. 1st Edition(?), [iv], 24
pp; illus by the author with colored pencil drawings, glossary; stiff illus plasticized
wraps, spine reinforced with blue cloth tape; covers lettered in black. new book,
UPC on back cover has been replaced by a label with new UPC. New York:
Hagaman, [1996]. (new) (paperback) (preschool) (amazon.com 05/22/00)
$ 13.44
Penrod dances to musical spheres.

Ronne, Finn, CDR USNR. Antarctic Conquest. The Story of the Ronne Expedition
1946-1948. 1st Edition (?). xx, 299 pp; portrait frontispiece, 2 endpaper maps &
4 other maps, 31 plates, appen, index; orig dark blue cloth, spine decorated in light
blue with title in reversed lettering. New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1949.
(inscribed/signed by the Author and his wife*) (vg in tattered d.j.) (Spence 986)
(USN 23--124.8)

$ 25.00

65.00

$ 26.50

55.00

Ronne was an egotistical asshole of the first order.
*Inscription: ‘‘To: Our good friend Lars August Johnson with kind regards and all good wishes ---- /s/
Finn Ronne Jackie Ronne 27 June 1951.’’

------------, CAPT, USNR. Antarctic Command. 1st Printing. Med 8vo, 272 pp; doublepage map, full-page plan, 29 photos, glossary, appen; orig 1/3 dark (cloth or paper
??) green boards, spine lettered in black, sides a lighter green. Indianapolis & New
York: Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1961. (vg in vg d.j.) (inscribed/signed by the
Author) (Spence 988) [1951--1961 D--2153] (Renard 1317)
Ronne was an egotistical sob of the highest order. ‘‘He had problems’’----Colin Bull
(Catalogue 21 1/2 January 1995).
*Inscription: ‘‘Dr. Robert Baxter/Kind regards and/Best wishes ---- /Finn Ronne’’. Dr Robert Baxter is in
a lighter color ink and a different handwriting.
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------------, CAPT, USNR. Antarctica, My Destiny. A Personal History by the Last of the
Great Polar Explorers. Illustrated with photographs and maps. Introduced by
Lowell Thomas. 1st Edition (?). Med 8vo, x, 278 pp; portrait frontispiece, 9 maps,
numerous illus, index; orig quarter blue cloth, grey papered sides, lettered in gilt
on spine and front board. New York: Hastings House Publishers, (1979). (as new
in vg d.j.) (Renard 1318)

$ 15.00

49.00

$ 5.00

25.00

$ 15.00

42.00

$ 35.94

63.35

Ronne was an egotistical ahb and the last of the great hemorrhoids. ... ‘‘Let’s see,
AHB could be: Arrogant Haughty Bastard’’ ----Bill Spindler via personal email
06/05/00

------------, CAPT, USNR. The Ronne Expedition to Antarctica. With Howard Liss. With
Photographs. 8vo 96 pp; illus (with maps, photos), index; orig red cloth, spine
lettered in black. New York: Julian Messner, (1971). (juvenile) (vg in worn d.j.)
(Inscribed/signed by Author*)
Ronne was an egotistical narcissus, name signing, bigot.
*Inscription: ‘‘To: Leif Walter with the / hope that this story will be / an inspiration to you to pursue /
adventures in the icy fields ---- / Finn Ronne’’

Roscoe, John H.----See: Naval Photographic Interpretation Center. Antarctic Bibliography.
Rose, Lisle A. Assault on Eternity. Richard E. Byrd and the Exploration of Antarctica
1946-47. Photographs Selected bt Richard R. Conger. 1st Edition (?). Med 8vo,
x, 292 pp; portrait frontispiece, 31 other illus, 2 maps in text, notes, bib, index;
orig blue cloth, spine lettered in silver, ISBN number on back board in silver.
Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, (1980). (vg in good d.j. 1 inch tear at top of d.j.)
(Renard 1322)
Covers Operation Highjump. Rose went to the Ice in 1956 as a participant in
Deepfreeze II.

Rosove, Michael. H. Let Heroes Speak. Antarctic Explorers, 1772--1922. 1st Printing,
8vo, xiii, 359(61) pp; illus with b/w photos drawings, paintings, photos, maps,
notes, bib, index, about the author, publishers advertisement; orig quarter bound
blue cloth, grey speckled paper sides, spine lettered in silver. Annapolis: Naval
Institute Press, [2000]. (new in d.j.) (amazon.com 07/03/00)
A comprehensive encyclopedic anthology comprising the first one hundred and
fifty years of Antarctic exploration and scientific discovery from the time of Cook’s
second voyage to the death of Shackleton. The author made several trips to the
ice to research this book.
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Ross, M.I., editor. South of Zero. The Journal of John Hale Meridith while with the
Clark-Jamison Antarctic Expedition of 191-- to 191--. Edited by M. I. Ross.
Illustrated by John D. Whiting. Foreword by J. S. O’Bbrien, surveyor on first Byrd
Expedition. 1st Edition. xv, 280 pp; 2 endpaper maps, frontispiece painting in
color, 3 other captioned full-page b&w illus, several drawings in text; orig dark
blue cloth, spine and front board lettered in gilt. Spine lettering not as bright. New
York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1931. (Juvenile Fiction----Cordes p32)
(Spence 966)

$ 7.50

58.00

A boy stows away on an expedition ship bound for Ross Island. Most of his
adventures are based on the experiences of the Scott and Shackleton historic
expeditions.
This may be the Second Printing due to printing error on publication year. Not in
Renard, but a subsequent catalog lists First Edition as 1932 and Junior Library
Guild as publisher with a 3rd edition by Harper & Brothers, 1931 (but later). Cordes
lists publication date as 1931.

------------. White Wind. An Account of the Oates Land Party of the Biggers’ Antarctic
Expedition of 193- to 193-. Illustrated by Paul Quinn. xii, 240 pp; endpaper maps
& illus in blue, half-title page decorated with drawing of sextant, color frontispiece
of boys on ice flow, chapter head drawings, six full-page captioned drawings,
numerous drawings in text; light-blue cloth boards, spine lettered in black, front
board lettered and decorated with penguin drawings in black; boards dirty &
worm, corners bumped, front hinge starting else good with typical library markings. New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1937. (good) (*ex-library) (juvenile fiction----Cordes p32)
$ 7.00
Two men and two boys are stranded in Oates Land after their hut and the rest of
their party drift away on a giant calved iceberg. They then walk to Wood Bay hoping
to meet their ship Stormy Petrel.
Note: ‘‘Stormy Petrel’’ was a derogatory name applied to Charles Wilkes, commander of the U.S. Exploring Expedition of 1838--1842.
*Part of dust jacket has been pasted on inside ffep, WITHDRAWN stamp on inside front board, label
or pocket has been removed from inside front board; WITHDRAWN stamp on title page, library
markings on dedication page.
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Ross, M. J. Ross in the Antarctic. The Voyages of James Clark Ross in Her Majesty’s
Ships Erebus & Terror 1839--1843. 1st Edition(?), 8vo, xiii, 276 pp; frontispiece
portrait (before half-title page), 9 maps (2 folding in pocket), 15 plates, several
text illus, notes 2 appends, bib, index; orig dark blue cloth-grained papered boards,
spine lettered in gilt; as new in very good plus dust wrapper. Whitby, Yorkshire:
Caedmon of Whitby, Publishers, [1982]. (as new in vg+ d.w.) (*publishers advert
laid-in) [D--29291] (Renard 1331) (Bull 09/26/00)

$ 41.70

42.00

$ 41.28

46.66

$ 39.71

50.00

$ 4.50

9.00

The author, a retired Royal Navy Rear Admiral is the great-grandson of Sir James
Ross. This book contains information that was not in his ancestors account
including details of the general instructions given to him by the Admiralty as to
where they expected him to go and what he was expected to accomplish in the
Antarctic.
*Tri-fold advertisement pamphlet, on pale green paper, laid-in with the folding maps which lists
publishers other polar books that are for sale.

[Rothblum, Esther, Jacqueline S. Weinstock, Jessica F. Morris; Editors]. Women in
the Antarctic. 8vo, (iv), xviii, 250 pp + 4 advert; illus with 6 b/w photos, refs,
appen, index; orig illus paper boards, spine and boards lettered in blue and red,
issued without d.j. but mylar protected. As new. New York: The Haworth Press,
[1998]. (new with mylar jacket cover) (B&N 07/26/99)
The book consists of actual interviews of women in Antarctica which includes Navy
personnel as well as scientists and contract personnel. Rothblum actually visited
the ice under a Kellogg Fellowship and an NSF grant. I assume the visit was for
the purpose of conducting the interviews.

Rowell, Galen A., Poles Apart. Parallel Visions of the Arctic and Antarctic. 1st Edition.
Square, 184 pp; endpaper maps, illus with color photos, acknowledgements, index,
colophon; orig blue cloth, spine lettered in silver. Berkeley & Los Angeles:
University of California Press, (1995). (Both Poles) (Coffee Table Book) (new in
d.j.) (12/13/95)
The book is divided into three parts. Part one is a photo comparison of north and
south; part two is photo short stories; and part three consists of essays about the
photographs and the making of each one. The book was composed using
PageMaker.
In a world that is fast becoming a theme park, Rowell invites the reader to
appreciate the remaining wilderness at the ends of the Earth. In images and words
he contrasts North and South.

[Rowell, Galen. Galen Rowell’s Poles Apart. Postcards from the Ends of the Earth. A
Sierra Club Portfolio. 1st Edition(?), oblong 32mo, 52 (unpaginated) pp; 22 color
postcards perforated & printed on heavy stock (similar to photograph prints); orig
heavy stiff colored wraps, spine lettered in white, back cover lettered in black &
white, front cover lettered in black, white and light blue. San Francisco: Sierra
Club Books, [1995]. (as new) (both poles) (eBay 07/13/00)
Half of the stunning color postcards are for the Antarctic and the other half for the
Arctic.
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Rubin, Jeff. Antarctica. A Lonely Planet Survival Kit. 1st Edition, 362 pp + 6
unnumbered pp of ads; illus title page, illus with b/w photos, maps & drawings &
color plates, appen, glossary index; orig colored illus wraps, spine and wraps
lettered in white; as new. Oakland: Lonely Planet Publications, [1996]. (as new in
mylar wrapper) (paperback pocket book) (eBay 07/23/99)

$ 15.70

22.00

A travelers guide to the wonders of the Seventh Continent with its otherworldly
landscape and its variety of penguins, whales seals and other birds.

Rubin, Jeff. Antarctica. 2nd Edition, 376 pp; illus title page, illus with b/w photos,
maps & drawings & color plates, chap end pages decorated with drawings of
penguins in Zodiac, appen, glossary, acks, index; orig colored illus wraps, spine
and wraps lettered in white, some black on back cover; as new. Oakland: Lonely
Planet Publications, [2000]. (as new) (paperback pocket book) (Antarctic Connection 10/03/00)
$ 21.36
Updated, amended and expanded from the 1996 first edition.

Rucka, Greg & Steve Lieber. See Also: Periodicals
Rucka, Greg & Steve Lieber. Whiteout. 1st Trade Paperback, 4to, unpaginated 136 pp
(including wraps); b/w illus comic book; orig paper wraps, spine lettered in black
and red, back cover decorated in white & red, pictorial front cover decorated with
woman and publishers device and lettered in grey, black & red; as new. Portland
OR: Oni Press Inc., [1999]. (as new in mylar comic book envelope) (paperback
comic book) (fiction) (eBay 11/12/99)

$ 10.51

18.74

$ 19.95

52.00

Great art and story about U.S. Marshal in Antarctica to investigate murder.
Featuring the entire 4-issue 1998 limited series of this terrific adult comic book.

Rucker, Rudy. The Hollow Earth. The Narrative of Mason Algeirs Reynolds of
Virginia. 1st Edition. 308 pp; orig quarter dark blue cloth, lighter blue papered
sides, spine lettered in silver. New York: William Morrow & Company, (1990)
(science fiction----Cordes p32) (Parmer 10/17/95) (as new in d.j.)
Its the 1830’s and the hero, his dog and his father’s slave run away and join Edgar
Allen Poe on an expedition to the South Pole to find the legendary Symmes Hole.
They fall into the hollow earth after the south polar regions collapse. They locate
the people called Tekili-li (the name of Cordes bib).
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Rymill, John. Southern Lights. The Official Account of the British Graham Land
Expedition 1934--1937. With Two Chapters by A. Stephenson and an Historical
Introduction by Hugh Robert Mill. Med 8vo, Book Club Edition, xi, 296 (with
plates & folding map following) pp; illus with 32 plates, 6 full-page maps &
diagrams, folding map, appends, index; orig white-blue crash cloth boards, spine
lettered in blue; a very good copy in worn and repaired pictorial dustwrapper,
dustwrapper has one-inch by 1/2-inch in the front cover. London: The Travel Book
Club, [1939]. (vg in d.w.) (after USN 23--105.4) (Spence 1017) (Renard 1337)
(Bull 09/26/00)

$ 56.70

87.00

This book was purchased from Colin Bull at his home on September 13, 2000.
According to Renard the primary binding for the Book Club edition is green-white
with green lettering on the spine & the secondary binding is lime green with black
lettering.
Led by Rymill a group of amateurs conduct a three year Antarctic expedition for
under £20,000 Sterling. The expedition included a single engine de Havilland Fox
Moth aircraft which operated with skis or pontoons. The aircraft carried a three
man crew and was equipped for aerial photography.
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Sage, Bryan. Antarctic Wildlife. See :Hosking, Eric.
Savile, Frank. Beyond the Great South Wall. The Secret of the Antarctic. With Sundry
Graphic Illustrations Painted by one Robert L. Mason. Number 38 in the Red
Letter Series. Reprint(?), 12mo, [iix], 322 plus 6 pp unpaginated book advertisement supp; frontispiece painting, title page illus with drawing of ship on horizon,
illus with six plates; orig red wraps which are lettered in black, the front cover is
decorated with a tree. The back cover is detached, repair has been made with scotch
tape across the covers at the foot of the spine, the illustrations are not on the pages
listed, one plate appears to be missing, however the frontispiece reads caption and
page number (207) matches the missing plate. New York: New Amsterdam Book
Company, MCMIII [1901]. (good) (paperback) (fiction----Cordes p33) (USN
38-20) (eBay 04/15/99)
$ 14.19
A tale of adventure in the Antarctic continent. A British lord inherits several 16th
century Mayan artifacts which lead him to undertake an expedition to an active
volcanic Antarctica. There, in an area south of Bovet’s Island, he discovers
mummified Mayans, gold utensils, and a live Brontosaurus Excelsus.
I could not find any reference to this book in any of my sources except for USN
which lists it under Miscellaneous. There is also a London issue in the USN and
both entries are dated 1901 with a question mark following the date in the London
entry. The book has been reprinted numerous times in several formats; paperback,
hardback and spiral plastic ring binding.
Book is part of the Red-Letter Series. The back cover has a list of other Red Letter
books which includes this book. The original price of this book was FIFTY CENTS.

------------. Beyond the Great South Wall. The Secret of the Antarctic. With Sundry
Graphic Illustrations Painted by one Robert L. Mason. Reprint(?), 12mo, [iix], 322
plus 6 pp unpaginated book advertisement supp; frontispiece painting, title page
illus with drawing of ship on horizon, illus with six plates; orig red cloth boards
which are lettered in black, spine & front cover decorated with a border in light
blue or silver with what looks like a series of open books & flowers, front board
decorated with a pastedown panel with a b/w picture of four figures on a ship
looking at a dark cloudy sky; hinges weak & pulling away, ffep & title page
missing, the illustrations are not on the pages listed, the frontispiece & identifying
page number (177) is different then the paperback version but it is also missing
from the interior of the book, one other plate is missing & has been replaced with
a copy from the paperback version, laid in between pages 104 & 105. New York:
Grosset & Dunlap Publishers, [Copyright 1901 by New Amsterdam Book Company]. (good) (fiction----Cordes p33) (USN 38-20) (eBay 01/19/01)
$ 14.14

179.50

The list of illustrations page in both version of the book are identical with identical
page number location. There is no evidence that this edition is part of the Red
Letter Series. Apparently the Red Letter Series is for paperback issues only.

Savours, Ann ---- See also: Ponting.
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Savours, Ann. The Voyages of the Discovery. The Illustrated History of Scott’s Ship.
Forwarded by HRH The Duke of Edinburgh. Preface by the late Sir Peter Scott.
[Facsimile] Reprint. xvi, 384 pp; illus with 10 maps, 8 colored plates, 16 b&w
plates, 2 diagrams; orig blue stiff paper wraps illus with b&w photo of Discovery,
spine & cover lettered in gold, small photo of Discovery on foot of spine. London:
Virgin [Books], [1994]. (new) ( paperback) (ERH 06/18/97) (after Renard 1348)

$ 14.45

34.95

The Renard number is for the original hardbound 1992 edition.
The Discovery was specially built for Scott’s first expedition (1901--04). Her
subsequent history was no less exciting as she was used for the annual supply
ship for the Hudson Bay Company and during World War I ferried vital food supplies
to France’s Atlantic ports and munitions to Archangel in northern Russia. She was
sent south again to rescue Shackleton’s men marooned on Elephant Island in 1916
and again in 1925 (the ‘‘Discovery Expeditions’’) and on Mawson’s BANZAR
Expeditions 1929--31. This book contains much new material on these and other
facets of the interesting history of this famous ship.

Savran, Stacy. A Smart Start Reader. Penguins. 1st Scholastic Printing, 8vo, {34 pp}
unpaginated; illus with color photos; photo illus paper wraps; something was once
stapled to the top edge of the half title and title pages else very good. New York:
Scholastic Inc., [1997]. (vg) (paperback) (juvenile) (eBay 09/16/99)
$ 7.50
Mostly photos with a little information about each of the 17 different penguin
species.

Scarf, Maggie. Antarctica. Exploring the Frozen Continent. 8vo, {vii}, 83 pp; frontispiece of ship in ice, illus with b/w & blue maps, drawings, paintings & photos,
index; orig plasticized pictorial boards, black binders device & lettering on back
board, lettered in white on spine, front board lettered in white & yellow; title page
missing else very good. [New York: Random House, 1970]. (vg, turtleback library
binding) (*ex library) (juvenile) (eBay 11/01/99)

$ 13.35

20.00

$ 6.25

24.00

Due to the title page missing there is no inscription. However there is inscription
on page {83} which gives publisher and date of publication.
Describes the discovery and exploration of the continent that was discovered only
150 years ago (at time of writing).
*Usual library markings, library number taped to foot of spine, library pocket with card, pastedown and
UPC on inside back board and fep; library name stamp on top edge: Chatham Effingham Library
Regional Library.

Schlein, Miriam. Antarctica. The Great White Continent. 1st Edition(?), 64 pp,
illustrated with photographs/drawings/paintings/maps, credits, bib, index; orig red
plasticized boards, spine and front board lettered in silver. Dust jacket price was
$7.95. New York: Hastings House Publishers, [1980]. (vg in good d.j.) (turtleback)
(juvenile) (Renard 1350) (eBay 05/11/99)
An introduction to the geography and animal life of the southernmost continent.
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------------. What’s a Penguin Doing in a Place Like This? 64 pp; penguin frontispiece,
illus throughout with color photos, 1 map showing worldwide distribution of
penguins, reading list, index; orig illus plasticized boards; white, orange & light
blue lettering. Brookfield Connecticut: The Millbrook Press, [1997] (new) (juvenile) (Amazon 02/20/98)
$ 24.87
Contrary to popular belief all the seventeen different species of penguins do not
reside on the ice. This book will lead you to believe that most of the penguins to
live there. When in actuality most of the different species are non-antarctic, but the
sheer number of those who reside in Antarctica probably out number those who
live in other more moderate climes.

Schmieder, Robert W. See: KK6EK.
Schmitt, Frederick, Cornelis de Jong & Frank H. Winter. Thomas Welcome Roys.
America’s Pioneer of Modern Whaling. Published for the Mariners Museum.
Newport News Museum. 1st Edition(?), xiv, 253 pp; portrait frontis, illus with 34
drawings & paintings, 3 appens, notes, glossary, gazetteer and index; orig
brownish cloth, spine lettered in gilt. As new in dustjacket. Charlottesville: The
University Press of Virginia, [1980] (new in new d.j.) (both poles) (eBay 09/25/98)

$ 22.95

28.00

Scholes, Arthur. Fourteen Men - The Story of the Antarctic Expedition to Heard
Island. 1st American Edition. 8vo, 314 pp; endpaper maps, full-page map, 11
plates; orig light blue cloth, lettered on spine in navy blue on white panel, front
board decorated in white. Spine is faded badly, looks brown; edges of boards are
also faded brown and spotted. New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc, 1952. (Spence
1034) [1951-1961 before D-2162] (Renard 1354)

$ 20.00

47.00

------------. Seventh Continent. Saga of Australasian Exploration In Antarctica 18951950. Travel Book Club Edition. 8vo, 226 pp; frontispiece, 3 maps ( folding), 15
plates, appens, bib, chronology, index; orig blue-cloth grained papered boards,
spine lettered in black. Complete and unabridged, but printed on inferior paper.
The paper is very aged looking & brown around the edges. Top edge of front board
is chipped, d.w. has small pieces missing from top front, top spine, bottom back.
London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., (1954). (vg in d.w.) (after Spence 1036)
(Renard 1357)

$ 22.50

40.00

Mostly about the history of whaling by the United States with some information
about the polar regions.
This is Mariners Museum Publication Number 38.
Schmitt is the curator of the Long Island Cold Spring Harbor Whaling Museum

The frontispiece is a U.S. Navy photograph of a unidentified surfaced submarine
in the pack-ice. It is probably the USS Sennett.
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Schulthess, Emil. Antarctica. A Photographic Survey. 1st Printing (U.S. ?). Long
oblong, f’cap folio, 206 (unpaginated) pp; illus with 173 numbered, colored &
b/w photos, appen, list of illustrations by number; orig cloth-backed slick colorillustrated boards. Spine & boards are dirty, corners chipped, foxing on endpapers.
New York: Simon and Shuster, 1960. (Coffee Table Book) (Before Spence
1041)[1951--1961 D--2164] (Renard 1359)

$ 13.25

91.00

$ 40.00

85.00

Photographs taken during Operation Deepfreeze IV. Intro by Raymond Priestly.
Articles by George Dufek and Henry Dater.
The author was from Switzerland. He was with George Doumani, author of Frigid
Mistress, on a traverse out of Byrd Station. Doumani claims that Schulthess was
very helpful and earned his keep while with the trail party doing chores such as
washing dishes and helping out wherever he could.

Schultz, Gwen. Ice Age Lost. 1st Edition, 8vo, xvii, 342 pp; endpaper maps, map
frontispiece, bib, index; orig quarter bound grey cloth, with light-blue cloth sides,
spine lettered in black; dustjacket taped to boards, library markings else very good
in Mylar covered & clipped dustjacket. Garden City, NY: Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1972. (vg in Mylar prot d.j.) (*ex-library) (both poles) (DJH 12/23/00)
Mostly about the ice age, receding glaciers with some polar content.
Book was a gift from Dennis Hayden who got it at a library book sale.
*Library number label on d.j. at bottom of spine, PIERCE COUNTY LIBRARY stamp on bottom edge; large
paste down library label with book description & numerous date stamps on inside rear fep, NO LONGER
PROPERTY OF / PIERCE COUNTY LIBRARY stamp on rear fep; bar code label & due date labels on back of d.j.

Scott, Robert F. The Voyage of the ‘‘Discovery’’.With Illustrations and Maps. New
Edition. In Two volumes. 2 vols., demy 8vo. Vol I: xv, 410, {6} adverts; pp; folding
chart, colored frontispiece, 12 b&w plates, 1 full-page illus, 2 tables; Vol II: x, 387
pp; folding chart, colored frontispiece, 12 b&w plates, 1 full-page illus, appens,
index; orig blue diced cloth, gilt lettering on spines & front boards, with illus
mounted on front boards, teg others uncut. Illus on front boards are shelf worn,
boards are spotted, corners slightly bumped with tips threadbare, frequent foxing
on pages, back hinge is starting on volume 1, chart in vol 1 is torn. Volume I has
a photo mounted on inside front board of Scott in Antarctica shielding his eyes
against the glare, with wording: ‘‘Captain Scott / Scott’s Last Expedition". Volume
II has a photo of Kathleen Scott reclining on a chaise lounge showing something
in a book to young (about 2-years old) Peter mounted on the inside front board
and a bust photo of Captain Scott, in a civilian suit, mounted to the front free
endpaper. London: Elder & Co., 1907. (prev owner inscription*) (Spence 1053)
(Renard 1376)
Printed from the same type as the Colonial Edition of 1905, on larger and better
quality paper, textually complete, and with a few more illustrations.
*Both Volumes are inscribed on front free endpapers with a signature. Volume I is inscribed: ‘‘W
Williamson, / Xmas 1907 --’’ and Volume II is inscribed: ‘‘W Williamson, / Xmas 1908.’’
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Scott, Captain Robert F., C.V.O., R.N. The Voyage of the Discovery. 6th Reprint of
the Cheap Editon (one volume). Thick 8vo, xxiii, 720 pp; frontispiece painting of
Discovery, illus with 15 plates, index; orig baby blue cloth-grained papered
boards, spine lettered in gilt, front board lettered & illus in dark blue, the spine is
decorated with rules at the head & fott and a dogs head between the title and author,
the front board is decorated with a drawing of the Discovery in ice flow with
pengiuins in the foregroud; a very good plus copy in worn dustwrapper. London:
John Murray, [1953]. (vg in good price clipped d.w.) (*preveriou owner stamp)
(after USN 23--53.61) (after Spence 1055) (Renard 1383) (Bull 09/26/00)
$ 71.70
Omitting the appendices and General Survey and most of the illustrations, including the map previously on endpapers, but incvluding an index, and the ‘‘Preface
of New Edition’’ by Dr. Fridtjof Nansen. Two-volume editions of both this and Scott’s
Last Expediton are advertised on rear panel of dustwrapper as still available.
Spence does not list any of the one volume editions.
*Previous owner stamp in maroon on ffep: James D. Boulger, Jr. / R.F.D. Box 22
/ Franklin Hill Rd. / Colrain, Mass 01340.

Scott, Robert F. Scott’s Last Expedition. The Personal Journals of Captain R. F. Scott,
R.N., C.V.O., on his Journey to the South Pole. With Biographical Introduction
by J. M. Barrie and a Preface by Sir Clements R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S. Cheap
Edition, being Capt. Scott’s Personal Journals, 8vo, xxviii, 519 pp; endpaper map,
sepia portrait frontispiece, list of expedition members, glossary, 16 sepia plates,
full-page plan of hut, facsimile of last words of the journal, 6 small text illus, apen,
index; orig light blue cloth boards, spine lettered and decorated (emperor penguin)
in gilt, cover lettered and decorated (4-members manhauling sledge) in dark &
light blue. corners slightly bumped & top edge rust spotted, index pages 513--519
unopened near bottom of pages else very good. London: John Murray, 1923.
[1-volume] (vg) (USN 23--63.33A) (Spence 1068) (signature/notation*) [before
1951-1961 D-2168] (before Renard 1398) (Bull 09/20/00)
$ 31.70,
Like the following reprints this single volume does not include all the maps, color
reproductions, and photographs of the first edition.
Renard 1398 is a second impression copy and is listed as having 522 pages.
Spence lists 1068 as having 521 pages. Renard lists two advertisement pages
which would account for the extra leaf. My copy has advertisements on the verso
of the half title page which is not counted in the roman numeral pagination schema.
This copy was purchased from Colin Bull at his home on Bainbridge Island, WA
on September 13, 2000.
*Signature of previous owner (Wm. A, Brand.) on half title page. Small circle with plus symbol inside
on upper right corner of title page.
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------------. Scott’s Last Expedition. The Personal Journals of Captain R. F. Scott, C.V.O.,
R.N., on his Journey to the South Pole. With Biographical Introduction by J. M.
Barrie and a Preface by Sir Clements R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S. 1-volume Cheap
Edition (11th Impression). xxviii, 524 pp; endpaper map, portrait frontispiece, 16
b&w plates, full-page plan of hut, facsimile of last words of the journal, 6 small
text illus, apen, glossary, index; orig light blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine
lettered and decorated (penguin) in gilt, cover lettered and decorated (4-members
manhauling sledge) in dark blue. Spine faded, boards dirty and slightly worn, front
free endpapers, frontispiece page and title page have been repaired on seam with
cello tape. London: John Murray, 1954 reprint. (ex library*) [before 1951-1961
D-2168] (Renard 1404)

$ 12.00,

43.00

$ 3.73

45.00

*"8’S" in red pen on edges, the word ‘‘Eights’’ written in cursive in red ink on endpaper maps, Circular
USARP cachet and EIGHTS STATION handstamp on half title and title pages in black ink. Eights
Station Antarctica was commission during Deepfreeze ’63 and was closed after Deepfreeze _____.

------------. Scott’s Last Expedition. From the Personal Journals of Captain R.F. Scott,
C.V.O., R.N. 2nd Enlarged Edition. Crown 8vo, xiv, 169 pp; illus with full-page
plan of hut, 16 plates, lists of personnel, double page map, facsimile of last words
of journal; orig green cloth boards, spine lettered in silver. Spine faded, boards
spotted, corners bumped, front free endpaper removed. Part of d.j. (?) pasted to
back inside free endpaper. New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., (1964). (ex-library*)
(Spence 1077) (Before Renard 1409)
Text of pasted d.j. part: Here is the epic Antarctic story told in the words of Captain
Scott and Edward Wilson from the diaries written at the time, describing that heroic
dash to the South Pole in 1912 which ended in the tragic loss of the group. ¶This
edition, first published in 1923, has been redesigned and edited to include more
extracts from the diaries, a larger selection of photographs and a new foreword by
the explorer’s son, Peter Scott.
*White library number on spine, library number stamped on first page of foreword
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------------. Scott’s Last Expedition. The Personal Journals of Captain R. F. Scott, C.V.O.,
R.N., on his Journey to the South Pole. Foreword by Peter Scott. Preface by Sir
Clements R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S. Paperback Edition. xix, 524, 2-page map,
glossary, list of personnel, appen, index, ad & order blank for great venture series
books; orig pictorial wraps. London: Universal Tandem Publishing Co. Ltd., 1973.
(Paperback) (After Renard 1410)

$ 5.30

10.00

------------. Scott’s Last Expedition. The Journals of Captain R. F. Scott. With a Foreword
by Beryl Bainbridge. Paperback Edition. 8vo, xxi, 442; Preface to the first edition
by Sir Clements R. Markham, glossary, list of personnel, illus with 15 b/w photos
on 8 plates; orig pictorial wraps. New York: Carol & Graf Publishers, Inc., [1996].
(new) (paperback) (Amazon.com 09/13/99)

$ 14.41

18.90

$ 12.50

14.95

$ 18.97

44.72

The account of one of the most famous expeditions in history reveals the character
of a man whose name epitomizes courage and adventure. Not to mention devotion
and sacrifice?

------------. Scott’s Last Expedition. The Journals. Reprint Paperback Edition. 8vo, xix,
444; list of members of the expedition, glossary, forword by Sir Peter Scott, preface
to the first edition by Sir Clements R. Markham, illus with 25 b/w photos on 12
plates, 2 maps, 7 diagrams; orig pictorial wraps, lettered in black. London:
Methuen, [1987]. (as new) (paperback) (eBay 02/09/00)
Methuen edition originally published in 1983. The account of one of the most
famous expeditions in history reveals the character of a man whose name
epitomizes courage and adventure. Not to mention devotion and sacrifice?

------------. Tragedy and Triumph. The Journals of Captain R. F. Scott’s Last Polar
Expedition. {xiv} 521 pp; endpaper maps, frontispiece portrait of Scott, list of
expedition members, glossary, note, illus with drawing of hut floor plan, 24 pages
of b/w photos, facsimile of last page of journal, appen, index; orig navy cloth
grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt. As new in similar dustjacket. New
York: Konecky & Konecky, ND. (as new in as new d.j.) (eBay 05/12/00)
Yet another reprint of Scott’s diaries. There is no publication date, but the d.j. has
a design date of 1993.

------------. The Diaries of Captain Robert Scott: A Record of the second Antarctic
Expedition 1910-1912. Facsimile Reprint of the Original MS Diaries; 4 vols 4to,
& 2 vols 8vo, approx 650 (4to) & 400 (8vo) leaves, printed (in the main) on rectos
only, lettered on spines and front boards in gilt. [Tylers Green, Buckinghamshire,
England]: University Microfilms Ltd., 1968. (Fax) (all are vg, but most have a
black smudge [oil or tar] on the boards) (Spence 1078) (Renard 1411)
$ 50.00

1000.00

The work contains a two-page introduction by Peter Scott; otherwise it consists of
the unedited manuscript diaries of Captain Scott in their entirety, with occasional
sketches, together with a facsimile, in black and white and slightly reduced, of
Volume III of the South Polar Times. The diaries include the fateful journey to the
pole and the final ‘‘Message to Public’’ penned shortly before Scott’s death.
Comprising: Vol. 1, Base Diaries October 1910 - April 1911.
Vol. 2, Base Diaries April 1911- October 1911.
Vol. 3, Sledging Orders 1910-1911.
Vol. 4, The South Polar Times 1911.
Vol. 5, Sledging Diaries January 1911- September 1911.
Vol. 6, Sledging Diaries November 1911 - March 1912.
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Seaver, George. ‘Birdie’ Bowers of the Antarctic. With an Introduction by George
Seaver. 1st Reprint of 1st Edition. xxiii, 272 pp; frontispiece, 2 maps (1 folding),
3 colored plates (1 double-page, reproduced from the South Polar times), 10 b&w
plates, index; orig blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt on white label, top edge dyed
blue. Other edges are foxed, some spotting on boards. The inscription on the
endpaper has ‘‘photo-etched’’ itself on the half-title page . Scarce. London: John
Murray, (1938). (Inscription*) (good) (After Spence 1083) (After Renard 1423)

NZ$ 40.00

52.00

$ 37.50

58.00

------------. Edward Wilson of the Antarctic. Naturalist and Friend. With an Introduction
by Apsley Cherry-Garrard. 4th Reprint of 1st Edition. xxxiv, 301 pp; 3 maps (1
folding), colored portrait frontispiece, 6 colored & 16 b&w plates from Wilson’s
watercolors & sketches, index; orig blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt on white label.
London: John Murray, (1934). (Contains laid-in pencil tracings on flimsy paper
of Scott’s hut and polar route) (very good) (after Spence 1080) (After Renard 1418)

$ 15.00

45.00

------------.Edward Wilson: Nature Lover. 6th Reprint of 1st Edition. viii, 219 pp; colored
frontispiece, with 17 colored illus, 28 in line and 22 half-tones in the text, index;
orig blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt on white label, front board decorated with gilt
figure of man and a bird. London: John Murray, 1950. (inscriptions*) (vg+ in worn
and tattered, price clipped d.w.) (After Spence 1082) (Before Renard 1422)

NZ$ 22.50

55.00

*Inscription on front free endpaper: ‘‘To Hilda with love & / Xmas Greetings. 1939 / from / Eva & (?)
Smith-Norton.’’ /, at top of page, and: Hilda B. Gordine / Island Cliff / Vancouver (?), at bottom of
page.

------------. Scott of the Antarctic. A study in character. 1st Edition. vii, 187 pp; portrait
frontispiece, 14 plates, appen, index; orig blue cloth, spine labeled in gilt on white
label, top edge dyed blue. Light edge wear, else very good. London: John Murray,
1940. (good to very good) (Spence 1084) (Renard 1425)
The first issue with the error ‘‘miles’’ (instead of days) on page 158 uncorrected. Later issues had a
cancel leaf with the error corrected.

First Edition was published in 1937. Beautiful drawings.
*Signature/inscription: Penciled on inside front board: ‘‘A Acres / Barlhotown Road / Levin’’, and in ink
on front free endpaper: March 1957 / To dear A.... / With love & Gratitude. / From / Murial". Small
dealers stamp on bottom of front free endpaper in red ink, box 3 lines R. G. Swallow & Son Ltd. /
Booksellers / Auckland, N.Z.".
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Shackleton, Sir Ernest, C.V.O. The Heart of the Antarctic----Being the Story of the
British Antarctic Expedition 1907--1909. New and Revised Edition with illustrations in colour and Black and White. Popular Edition, 2nd Edition Cr 8vo, xvi,
368 pp; portrait frontispiece, flimsy between frontispiece and title page, 3 partlycoloured maps on 1 folding sheet, 4 colored plates by Marston & 48 sepia plates
from photos, 4 text plans & diagrams; 2 appens, index; orig dark blue cloth, lettered
on spine and illus on front board in gilt, illus on top of front board is 3 polar figures
standing next to the British flag, rear board blindstamped with publisher’s device,
teg. Scarce. Binding moderately worn and faded, a few small tears to spine edges,
overall a good + copy. London: William Heinemann, 1910. (good+) (Spence 1101)
(Renard 1449) (Inscription*) (eBay 03/26/98)
$ 17.50

152.50

This is the first one-volume edition of this book. The author explains that this is the
2nd Edition on page viii.
The verso of the half-title page has a publishers advertisement for a Sports
Encyclopedia in two volumes.
Top of rear board has been under the attack of some type of book eater. Spine has
one inch tear on left and one-half inch tear on right side. Corners are bumped,
folding map in back of book has one inch tear on bottom next to binding.
*Inscription on inside front free endpaper: ‘‘A McC. Buree / from K.S.B.’’

------------. The Heart of the Antarctic----The Farthest South Expedition 1907--1909. 1st
Signet Paperback, 16mo, xix, 412 pp; illus with two maps, 16 b/w plates of photos,
table in text 2 appens, index; orig illus wraps lettered in silver and black; as new.
New York: A Signet Book, [2000]. (new pocketbook) (abridged) (NEX 02/25/00)

$ 4.54

------------. South. The Story of Shackleton’s 1914-1917 Expedition. By Sir Ernest
Shackleton, C.V.O. Illustrated. Cheap Edition (5th Impression ?). Cr 8vo, xx, 263
pp; color frontispiece, folding colored map, 5 sketch maps, 32 b&w plates, a few
text illus, index; orig light blue cloth, lettered on spine & front board in dark blue,
illus in dark blue: sailing ship (Endurance ?) on front board & publishers device
on back board. Heavy damp/mold damage to back board, d.w. is ragged, chipped,
& has round hole on spine. Scarce, especially with the d.w. London: William
Heinemann, 1921. (Sig/inscription*) (good/fair ? in ragged d.w.) (Spence 1110)
(After Renard 1467 ?)
NZ$ 95.00

6.99

295.00
3rd Imp

The First Cheap Edition, with map and colored frontispiece, and textually complete
except for the Appendices, and with fewer b&w plates. The preface for this edition
was re-written for shackleton, and is now dated September 1921. I would prefer
to have a better copy of this scarce edition.
*Inscription on front free endpaper: ‘‘G. L. Simmons / Feb. 28th 1923’’.
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Shackleton, Ernest H., Sir. South. The Story of Shackleton’s Last Expedition 1914-1917. Introduction by Lord Hunt. Reprint. xxi, 376 pp; several illus in text, 2
appens, index; orig pictorial wraps, London: Century Publishing Co.,1984.
(Paperback)
$ 9.95

20.90

Shackleton, Sir Ernest. Edited by Peter King. South. The Story of Shackleton’s Last
Expedition 1914--1917. ‘‘For scientific discovery give me Scott; for speed and
efficiency of travel give me Amundsen; but when disaster strikes and all hope is
gone, get down on your knees and pray for Shackleton’’ Sir Edmund Hillary. 1st
Edition in this format. 4to, 208 pp; photo frontispiece, double-page map, full-page
map, numerous illus from photographs, many never before published, intro &
epilogue, glossary, index, acknowledgments, photo credits; original grey clothgrained papered boards, spine lettered in silver. London: Century, [1991]. (as new
in d.j.) (*ex-libris) (Renard 1475) (eBay 07/24/99)

$ 23.80

49.50

$ 34.45

47.00

This edited being a reprint of the 1922 abridged edition of Shackleton’s own
account of the Endurance’s expedition contains previously unpublished photographs and other contemporary illustrations. The editors marginal notes and other
editorial comments and new illustrations add a new dimension to this great story.
*Ex-libris ‘‘notary seal’’ type blindstamp impression on title page: Initials G. D. in center circle with EX
LIBRIS Guy D’Astous in outer circle. Guy is the person who I purchased this copy from.

Shackleton, Sir Ernest. Edited by Peter King. South. The Story of Shackleton’s Last
Expedition 1914--1917. ‘‘For scientific discovery give me Scott; for speed and
efficiency of travel give me Amundsen; but when disaster strikes and all hope is
gone, get down on your knees and pray for Shackleton’’ Sir Edmund Hillary. 1st
U.S. Edition in this format. 4to, 208 pp; photo frontispiece, double-page map,
full-page map, numerous illus from photographs, many never before published,
intro & epilogue, glossary, index, acknowledgments, photo credits; original grey
cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in silver. North Pomfret, Vermont:
Trafalgar Square Publishing, [1992]. (new in d.j.) (Renard 1476) (ACR 06/14/95)
U.S. version of above book.

------------. South. The Story of Shackleton’s Last Expedition 1914--1917. Reprint. 8vo,
xvii, 380 pp; illus with b/w photos, 2 appens, index; orig orig light blue boards,
lettered in silver on spine; as new in slightly soiled dustjacket. [New York]:
Konecky & Konecky, ND.(as new in d.j.) (*sticker) (NEX Tent Sale 01/12/01)
$ 6.49
Another impression of the often published classic. Another Konecky and Konecky
book without a publication date.
*Price sticker on front of d.j.: BARGAIN BOOK / NOW $5.99.

Shackleton, Ernest Henry. Aurora Australis. The British Antarctic Expedition 19071909. Preface by Lord Shackleton, K.G., P.C., O.B.E. Introduction by John
Mallard. 1st Public Edition. 4to, xxii, {194} pp; frontispiece & 4 plates to intro,
11 plates to main work; orig beige cloth with brown threads, spine & front board
lettered in gilt, front board decorated with 2 penguins in red box. (Alburgh,
Harleston, Norfolk): Bluntisham (Books and) Paradigm (Press), 1986. (as new in
d.w.) (Renard 1438)

S
$ 50.00

75.00

According to Renard 1,000 (unnumbered ?) copies of this facsimile were produced.
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Shackleton, Ernest H. Shackleton. His Antarctic writings Selected and introduced by
Christopher Ralling. 1st Edition. Med 8vo, 264, pp; endpaper & 2 other maps, 24
colored plates, 58 illus; orig blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in
silver. London: British Broadcasting Corporation, 1983. (new in d.w.)[A-3072]
(Renard 1278)
£ 8.25

22.00

Shane, Sylvan Myron Elliot. From Pole to Pole and Between. 1st Edition(?), vii, 166
pp; numerous illus & figures (including map); orig grey cloth, lettered in silver on
black panels on spine & front board, spine also has authors name and publisher in
black lettering; very good in very good dust jacket, originally priced at $9.95.
Baltimore: Lowry & Volz, 1984. (vg in vg d.j.) (*authors inscription) (both poles)
(Renard 1481) (eBay 07/10/00)
$ 7.00

7.75

The author, who made tourist cruises to the Arctic and Antarctic compares the two
regions. He also writes about the other countries that he has toured & lectured in
as an Anesthesiologist. About half the book is about polar regions.
*Authors inscription on ffep: To Dr. Neil Cossin / With best wishes / Sylvan Shane / August 1987

Shannon, Terry, and Charles Payzant. Antarctic Challenge. Probing the Mysteries of
the White Continent. Illustrated with photographs and maps. 1st Edition (?). 80
pp; profusely illustrated with b&w photos, index; orig green cloth-grained slick
photo illus boards, spine & front board lettered in white, d.j. is identical to boards.
Chicago: A Golden Gate Junior Book Childrens Press, 1973. (juvenile literature)
(vg in price clipped, worn d.j.)

$ 9.10

48.00

$ 12.95

32.90

$ 3.21

53.65

A brief introduction to the geography of Antarctica and the history of its exploration
from the eighteenth century to the present.

Shapiro, Deborah. See also: Bjelke.
Shapiro, Deborah & Rolf Bjelke. Time on Ice. A Winter Voyage to Antarctica. 1st
Edition(?), xiii, 290 pp; illus with 16 color plates & 2 b&w drawings, 3 appens,
glossary; orig half bound dark blue cloth with light blue papered sides, spine
lettered in silver with publishers devices at head and foot of spine (International
Marine and McGraw Hill). Camden, Maine: International Marine, [1998]. (as new
in d.j.) (eBay 01/07/99)
A voyage to the Antarctic Peninsula on a 40-foot sailboat which was frozen into
the ice, to spend the winter there in a remote anchorage. Superbly narrated and
photographed.

Shapiro, Irwin. In consultation with Edouard A. Stackpole. American Heritage Junior
Library. The Story of Yankee Whaling. By the Editors of American Heritage. 1st
Edition(?), 4to, 155 pp; facing page illus on both front and back end papers, illus
with color & b/w paintings, prints, engravings, drawings, and photos of the period,
credits, bib, index; orig color illus plasticized boards, lettering on spine in black
& white, lettering on front board in red and black; as new. Mahway NJ: Troll
Associates, [MCMLIX]. (turtleback as new) (juvenile) (worldwide with some
arctic and very little antarctic) (NEX tent 10/31/99)
A factual narrative of American whaling in terms more exciting than fiction could
ever achieve.
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Shapley, Deborah. The Seventh Continent. Antarctica in a Resource Age. 1st Edition(?), Demy 4to, xiii, 315, colophon; endpaper maps, illus with b/w photos,
maps, tables, 2 appends, notes, sources, index; orig blue cloth boards, spine
lettered in gilt; mylar protected dust jacket with d.j. taped to boards else very good.
Washington, DC: Resources for the Future, Inc., [1985]. (vg in mylar prot d.j.)
(*ex library) (Renard 1483) (eBay 12/06/99)

$ 22.50

24.75

$ 15,25

32.00

The author analyzes past and current U.S. policies and makes recommendations
that could serve to re-establish the leadership role previously demonstrated by the
United States.
*Usual ex library markings; number at foot of spine, black library stamp on top edge: ‘‘King County
Library System, WA’’. Red discard stamp on ffep. Barcode label, top of date due slip and green date
stamp on half-title page,

Sharp, Margery. With Illustrations by Erik Blegvad. Miss Bianca in the Antarctic. 1st
Edition, 8vo, 134 pp; list of other books by author on verso of ffep, frontispiece
of Miss Bianca and another mouse sitting under an elegant fountain, illus with
numerous b/w drawings; orig orange cloth, gilt lettering on spine; very good
ex-library with usual markings and mylar protected dust-jacket. Boston: Little
Brown and Company, [1971]. (vg in mylar protected d.j.) (juvenile fiction----Cordes p33) (*ex-library) (eBay 08/29/99)
Miss Bianca has retired with her trusty right-hand-mouse, when the Norwegian
sailor-mouse re-enter their lives and leads them on a venture to Antarctica to
rescue a Norwegian poet. Polar Bears are in this book! In fact Miss Bianca and
her companion are imprisioned by a polar bear cub on an exchange visit, and in
turn, are rescued by Adelie penguins, an Emperor penguin, and a helicopter.
*Usual library markings. ‘‘Public Library / Sebring Florida’’ stamped on top & bottom
edges, and title page. Library paste-down combination pocket and check-out form
pasted to back fep, DISCARD stamp on ffep and on pocket paste-down. three
labels at foot of spine on d.j. with category and library codes. Library bar code label
on bottom of front d.j. & rear fep.

Sherrard, D.G. To Antarctica With the Royal Navy. 1st edition. xii, 122 pp; 9 b&w
illus (6 full-page); orig blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt.
New York: Vantage Press, (1980). (fine in d.j.) (label) (Renard 1484)

$ 36.50

The Voyage of HMS Protector transporting representatives of the press to cover
Sir Prancis Chichester round Cape Horn single-handedly in Gypsy Moth IV.
Small orange Renard label on inside front board.

Showalter, Stan. See: [F.A.A.]. The Official Catalog of French Antarctic Stamps.
Sierra, Judy, illustrated by Jose Aruego and Ariane Dewey. Antarctic Antics. A Book
of Penguin Poems. 1st Edition (stated), {32 pp}unpaginated; profusely illus with
colored drawings of emperor penguins; orig illus plasticized boards (both front
and back), d.j has same illus as boards which is a whole bunch of penguins. San
Diego: Gulliver Books, Harcourt Brace & Company, [1998]. (new in d.j.) (juvenile
poetry) (B&N 03/27/98)

$ 12.15

16.00

The verso of the title page contains the usual publication data, plus a colophon
and a recommended reading and viewing list.
According to the d.j., the artists----lovers of penguins, did a lot of research for the
book----which included many trips on the Internet.
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Simpson, George Gaylord. Penguins. Past and Present, Here and There. xii, 150 pp;
9 maps, 6 colored plates, 15 b/w plates, bib, index; orig colored pictorial wraps,
spine & front wrap lettered in black & blue. New Haven: Yale University Press,
(1976). (Paperback) (After Renard 488)

$?

Siple, Paul. A Boy Scout with Byrd. With 33 Illustrations from Photographs by the
Author. 16th Impression. viii, 165 pp; photo endpapers, frontispiece, 23 plates,
appen; orig red cloth, lettered in black on spine. D.j. is tattered & has 3-inch piece
missing from spine, boards are worn & spotted. Laid in newspaper article on page
38 made acid etching of itself and left brown imprint on page. New York: G.P.
Putman’s Sons, (1931 - possibly several years later). (inscribed/signed by the
Author*) (tattered d.j.) (After Spence 1127) (After Renard 1490)
$ 20.00

28.00

52.00

This was Byrd’s first expedition to Antarctica. The laid in newspaper article is dated
20 January 1955 (paper unknown) with Walter Sullivan by-line. Concerns retrieving
a motor generator from the Operation Highjump (1947) radio shack at Little
America.
*Following on verso of frontispiece, previous owners (?) signature: ‘‘John L. Sweeney ’37", and the
Author’s inscription: ’’With best wishes / to John and good / luck / Paul A. Siple", with a small drawing
of a penguin.

------------. Scout to Explorer. Back with Byrd in the Antarctic. Drawings by Raymond
Butler and with Twenty-Six Illustrations from Photographs. 1st Edition. xiv, 239
pp; endpaper maps, 13 plates, numerous text drawings, lettered in white on spine
& front board. Corners bumped, few spots (water ??) on boards else good. New
York: G.P. Putman’s Sons, 1936. (Spence 1128) (Renard 1491)

$ 30.00

70.00
Signed

Siple’s experiences on the second Byrd expedition (1933-35).

------------. 90° South. The Story of the American South Pole Conquest. 1st Edition (?).
384 pp; endpaper maps, 13 other maps, several diagrams, 12 color & 12 b&w
plates, 2 appen, index; orig blue-grey cloth, spine & front board lettered in red.
Laid-in personal post-it note from Ruth Siple dated 15 March 1984*. New York:
G.P. Putman’s Sons, (1959). (vg in good d.j.) (Spence 1129)[1951-1961 G-3213]
(Renard 1492)

$ 12.50

68.00

Siple was SSL of first w/o crew at the Pole. LTJG Jack Tuck was OIC. In essence
Paul as the stronger and more mature personality was in charge. Siple and Tuck
became very close friends and Tuck named one of his son’s after Siple. Siple died
on November 25, 1968 from a heart attack while working at his desk. He was just
59 years of age. John Tuck died on 14 August 1984 at the age of 51. Both The
Polar Times and Ice Cap News reported Tucks death but did not provide any
details. Paul Dalrymple reported in The Antarctican Society bulletin (Vol. 84--85
September No. 1) that Tuck died from a self inflected gunshot wound that he
received while cleaning an unloaded pistol.
*The laid in note from Ruth Siple concerns my rejoining the Antarctican Society and she mentioned
her trip to the Ice in 1975 for the dedication of the new South Pole Station geodesic dome. I was
fortunate to met her while she was at McMurdo.
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[Siple, Paul A., Amory H. Waite, et al]. Army Observers’ Report of Operation
Highjump Task Force 68, U.S. Navy. 1st Edition (?), tall 8vo, viii, 400 pp; 3 folding
maps in back of book, illus with 314 b/w photos, 8 appens; orig printed wraps,
cover decorated with emperor penguin photos, cover lettered in blue & reverse on
blue panel. Washington, D.C.: War Department, September 1947. (soft cover) (vg)
(previous owner stamps*) (MilBookMan 04/19/96)
$ 35.00
Extremely detailed review of Antarctic Development Project, Dec. 1946 -- Apr.
1947. There were 16 Army Observers on the expedition. Siple and 13 of the others
contributed to writing the report. The report bears the obsolete security classification RESTRICTED.
*The cover, extreme right hand corner has a small, boxed ‘‘FILE COPY’’ stamp; it also has 3 chop
initials in black pencil and 1 chop initial in green pencil near the top right hand corner, the bottom right
hand corner has a stamped, black ink, facsimile signature: ‘‘S. A. Merritt’’. The lower right corner of
the title page has the following two line stamp, in blue ink: S. A. MERRITT / Lt. Col. AGC. The back
cover has a faint circular stamp with the numerals 01 through 24 in the outer ring of the circle. The
arrow on the ring indicates that the report was received at 13:00, 1 Jul 1948 at Sr. Instr. ORC OHIO.

Small, George L. The Blue Whale. 2nd paperback printing(?), xvi, 248 pp; illus with
xix b/w plates, 17 figs, 22 tables, notes, bib, index; orig white stiff paper wraps,
spine and front cover lettered in red and black, back cover lettered in black, front
cover decorated with b/w drawing of a blue whale. New York & London: Columbia
University Press: [1971]. (vg) (paperback) (*authors inscriptions) (eBay
05/13/00)

$ 8.99

34.00

Winner of the 1972 National Book Award. The author is a professor of geography.
Another book about the plight of the Blue Whale.
*Half title inscribed by author: Oct 1991 / John Klinck / 49 years ago next month Pvt. Small / was
assigned to Battery A, 465th, Capt Klinck / commanding. The next four or five months were my / best
in the US Army---- reason? I had the best / commanding officer in the Army. ---- Many Thanks, / Capt
Klinck----respectfully Pvt. G Small ¶ Now we are both just old soldiers / and am grateful we got to meet
last month. ¶ Best to your charming wife Lilly. / George ¶ Any other privates of your who did this
(interrobang) Probably.
*Also inscribed on dedication page: Another fine US solider of the AEF, 1917--1919.

Smith, John. Patterson’s Volunteers. 1st U.S. Edition (?). 253 pp; orig gray cloth
grained papered boards, 1/3 red cloth, spine lettered in silver. Dust jacket has
several small insect holes, front bottom of d.j. and front board has small stain else
very good. New York:W. W. Norton & Company, [1985](VG in vg d.j.) (arctic)
(fiction) (ERH 06/18/97)
$ 3.45
In 1945 a squadron of Mustangs disapear in Greenland. A Vietnam veteran
searches for the aircraft.

[Smith, Sidney]. Chester Gump in the Pole to Pole Flight. Based on the Famous
Comic Strip ‘‘The Gumps’’. 1st Edition(?), 424 [+5 advertisements] pp; consists
of cartoon drawings and text; orig stiff color illus wraps. This is a Big Little Book
. Spine panel is separated from the book, boards are bumped. Else good considering the age and cheapness of materials used. Racine, Wisconsin: Whitman Publishing Company, [1937]. (good) (previous owner markings*) (eBay 05/05/98)

$ 10.24

50.00

Andy Gump was the central character in the authors comic strip, ‘‘The Gumps’’
which appeared in newspapers from 1917 through 1959.
*Previous owner signature; ‘‘Richard R. Crow ’’ and rubber stamped in black ink; PROPERTY OF
RICHARD CROW / 1122 EAST WASHINGTON / IOWA CITY IOWA
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Smith, Vincent. The Last Blue Whale. Illustrated by Wilson Buchanan. 1st U.S.
Edition, 122 pp; illus; orig blue cloth-grained paper boards, spine lettered in gilt.
San Francisco: Harper & Row, Publishers, [1979] (as new in mylar covered d.j.)
(fiction----Cordes p34) (eBay 04/28/99)

$ 20.50

22.50

$ 3.71

18.50

$

12.15

The story of Musco, the blue whale, told from his perspective. Original Austrlian
tilte is Musco----Blue Whale.

Smith, B. Webster. Scott of the Antarctic. Illustrations by Gilbert Dunlop. Decoration
by Biro. 1st Edition (?). {viii}, 66 pp; 1 map, 6 illus & 1 decoration; orig white
plasticized boards, spine lettered in black with title on light blue panel, front board
lettered in white and black, & decorated in black. Dirty boards else very good.
(London ?): Blackie & Son, London & Glasgow, ND [1955 ?]. (bookplate*) (vg)
(Spence 1136) (Renard 1499)
A nice little book.
*‘‘Caroline Rochester 1966’’ printed in black ink on front free endpaper then covered up with mounted
slip of paper with same name/date printed in red ink. Pictorial bookplate mounted on fep: ‘‘From the
Library of / Caroline Rochester’’.

Smoot, George and Keay Davidson. Wrinkles in Time: The imprint of Creation (cover
title and subtitle). 1st Edition (?). [x], 332 pp; illus with 9 color photos, numerous
b&w photos, maps, diagrams and so forth, appen, index; orig stiff paper wraps,
spine and cover lettered in red & white, b&w photo of author on rear cover.
(London): Little, Brown and Company. [1993]. (as new) (paperback)
Book has a chapter about Antarctica. Otherwise it’s about space and time, and a
satellite called COBE (COsmic Background Explorer satellite).

Smuul, Juhan. Antarctic Ahoy! The Ice Book. Moscow: Translated from the Russian
by David Skvirsky. 1st Edition in English (?). 312 pp; portrait frontispiece, title
in red and black, 6 double-page & 18 full-page plates; orig blue cloth, lettered on
spine, & decorated on front board in red & white. Scarce. Moscow: Foreign
Languages Publishing House, nd. (vg in vg, slightly chipped on edges, d.w. with
importers label on back*) [51--61 D2180] (Renard 1507)
$ 25.00

108.75

Published in Russia as The Ice Book; Antarctic Travel Diary. The Authors Antarctic
experience written as a diary. Renard lists publication date as [1957], however, the
last diary entry is 17 April 1958. According to the Antarctic Bibliography the Russian
Edition was published in 1959 and the book in Estonian was published in 1962.
*Label on back of d.w., white with blue lettering and decoration of globe circled by rocket, stars, sailing
ship & sun. 6-lines: ‘‘Imported by / Imported Publications, Inc., / 320 West Ohio Street / Chicago,
Illinois 60610 / Phone 312/787-9017".

Snell, Roy J. The Strangeland Bird Life. The Book of Antarctic Birds. Illustrated by
Cobb X. Shinn. 1st Edition(?), 12mo, 128 pp; pictorial endpapers of various polar
birds and their names, half title, frontispiece and title page illus w/colored (red
shades) drawings, text illus w/b/w drawings, some in red color and some full page;
orig maroon cloth boards, spine lettered in black, front board lettered in blue and
red on ruled paper pastdown scene of three penguins. pastedown faded scuffed,
corners bumped and thin, cloth at head of spine pulled/torn with a small piece of
cloth hanging, else good to very good. Scarce. Chicago: Just Right Books Albert
Whitman Company, [1924]. (good to vg) (juvenile fiction) (eBay 10/08/99)

$ 39.50

54.50

First person fictionalized account of antarctic birds with the first chapter about a
Stormy Petrel in Alaska.
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Snell, Roy Judson. Ice Bound In The South Polar Seas. Illustrated by Olive Lofts. 1st
Edition(?), 12mo, 254 (last page is ad) pp; endpapers illus with icescape, dog team,
sledge, & 2 fur clad boys, half title illus with b/w drawing of three penguins, title
page title in red and illus with red hulled sailing ship and icebergs, verso of title
page illus with b/w drawing of sailing ship, list of illus is illus with gull on ship
and icescape and another ship in background, three are six illus (in partial color)
listed, but there a several other illus in text with one full page and captioned on
page 111 that is not listed; orig blue cloth boards, spine lettered in black & front
board lettered in gilt; shows soil, edge/spine/corner wear, corners bumped else
very good. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Co., [1925]. (vg) (juvenile fiction) (USN
38.30) (eBay 11/20/99)

$ 43.05

44.00

$ 15.29

22.95

$ 41.70

47.00

$ 30.00

85.00

The author of this fictionalized story spent, his own words, one year on the shore
of Polar seas. The story is based on that experience and is drawn on the records
of explores from Charcot to Shackleton. The author claims that this was the first
book for boys written about Antarctica. Sellers description laid in.

Soper, Tony. Antarctica. A Guide to the Wildlife. Illustrations by Dafila Scott. 1st
Ed(?), 144 pp; illus with color, b&w photos, drawings, maps; glossary, code of
conduct, tour operators, bib, index, acknowledgments; orig plasticized turtleback
color illus boards, boards lettered in black and white. New copy. England: Bradt
Publications, [1994] (new) (turtleback) (Amazon.com 04/09/99)
Published simultaneously in the U.S. by The Globe Pequot Press. There is a full
page ad for one of the tour operators on page 140.

Sparks, John & Tony Soper. Penguins. Illustrated by Robert Gillmor. Reprint, 8vo,
263 pp; frontispiece & title page color illus, illus with 1 double-page & 1 text map,
24 plates, numerous other b/w photos & drawings (many full-page & many
coloured), sources, appen, ack, index;orig black cloth-grained papered boards,
spine lettered & front board decorated in silver; a very good plus copy in similar
dustjacket. London: Readers Union, David & Charles, Newton Abbot, [1969].
(after Spence 1143) (after Renard 1512) (Bull 09/26/00)
Purchased from Colin Bull at his home at Rolling Bay on Bainbridge Island,
Washington on September 13, 2000.
The original was published by David & Charles, Newton Abbot in 1967. This
Readers Union edition was produced for sale to members only.
A very nice book about all the different types of penguins. All you ever wanted to
know and then some.

Spence, Sydney A. Antarctic Miscellany. Books, Periodicals & Maps Relating to the
Discovery and Exploration of Antarctica. Edited by J.J.H & J.I. Simpler. 2nd
Edition. Cr 4to, xii, 220 pp; 9 illus (repros of title pages); orig green art leather,
lettered in gilt on spine. London: [the Editors], 1980. (Limited Edition, Number
797 of 1000) (as new, issued without d.w.) (Renard 1522) (03/31/88)
Containing 1857 entries (including periodical articles and maps), substantially
more than in the first edition of 1966, but in many cases with reduced detail, and
with a few omissions from that edition. All references in this listing (Baker’s
Antarctic Books) to ‘‘Spence’’ refer to this edition of this work.
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Sperry, Armstrong. All About books. All About the Arctic and Antarctic. Written and
Illustrated by Armstrong Sperry. 4th Printing. Med 8vo, {iv}, 146 pp; pictorial
endpapers, over 60 tinted illus including maps, index; orig beige cloth, spine
lettered in blue & black, front board lettered in black, spine decorated in blue
(publishers device), front board decorated in blue and black (sun shining down on
hemisphere, with sun rays and earths shadow). Corners are bumped, 1/2 inch tear
in cloth on bottom of spine. New York: Random House, (1957). (both Poles)
(juvenile) [1951--1961 B--2203] (Renard 1523)

$ 3.00

19.50

$ 7.30

19.50

$ 0.50

19.50

The author never went to either polar region, so he had to do some research for
this book. However, it was written before the internet, so he must have went to the
library.

------------. All About Books. All About the Arctic and Antarctic. Written and Illustrated
by Armstrong Sperry. 4th Printing. Med 8vo, {iv}, 146 pp; pictorial endpapers,
over 60 tinted illus including maps, index; orig beige cloth, spine lettered in blue
& black, front board lettered in black, spine decorated in blue (publishers device),
front board decorated in blue and black (sun shining down on hemisphere, with
sun rays and earths shadow). Very good in good/fair pictorial dust jacket that is
torn in several places. New York: Random House, (1957). (vg in good/fair d.j.)
(both Poles) (juvenile) (*Inscription) [1951--1961 B--2203] (Renard 1523) (eBay
04/17/98)
According to the dust jacket, this is number 20 in the all about books series.
The author never went to either polar region, so he had to do some research for
this book. However, it was written before the internet, so he must have went to the
library.
*Inscription: Previous owners name on top of inside front board ‘‘Meuntener’’. 2 rubber stamp on inside
front board and 1 on inside back board: MUENTENER EMB. / 6904 Adams Street / Guttenberg, N.J.
07093.

------------. all about books. All About the Arctic and Antarctic. Written and Illustrated
by Armstrong Sperry. 4th Printing. Med 8vo, {vii}, 147 pp; 2-page illus before
half title, over 60 other tinted illus including maps, index, list of 32 All About
Books; orig blue buckram (?), spine lettered and decorated (polar bear) in white,
front board lettered in white & decorated with white polar bear and two red hunters,
Corners are bumped, slight shelf wear. New York: Random House, (1957). (both
Poles) (ex-library*) (juvenile) [1951--1961 B-2203] (After Renard 1522)
The 2-page illustration before the halftitle in this copy is the same as the pictorial
endpapers on the other copy.
*Small black and gilt oval label pasted to inside front board: ‘‘New Method / Book Bindery Inc / Bound
to Stay Bound / Registered U.S. Pat Off. / Jacksonville, Illinois’’.Library number in white on spine, all
edges and title page are stamped with: ‘‘Barrineau Park School’’, stamp on title page has been
obliterated. ‘‘Discard’ written with black grease pen on endpapers, library due date slip taped to back
free endpaper, pastedown (pocket ?) has been removed from inside back board removing part of
pasted endpaper.
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------------. South of Cape Horn, a saga of Nat Palmer and early Antarctic exploration
written and illustrated by Armstrong Sperry. 1st Edition, 8vo, xii, 180 pp; drawing
of sailing ship on half-title, frontispiece illus with drawing of ship in ice &
penguins, title page illus with dolphins around trident & publishers device, chapter
heads are illus, glossary; orig blue-green cloth, spine lettered & front board
decorated in gilt; corners bumped, stain on back board else very good with usual
library markings, scarce. Philadelphia: The John C. Winston Company, [1958].
(vg) (*ex-library) (juvenile) (Renard 1524) (eBay 12/11/00)
The little known story of Nathanial Palmer written in fiction like narrative format.
*White library number on spine, black COOLIDGE LIBRARY / COOLIDGE, KANSAS 67836 stamp on
all endpapers & has been obliterated with black marker; Unobliterated Coolidge Consolidated Schools
/ Coolidge Kansas stamp on several pages through book; Date Due slip and pocket paste-down on
rear endpapers. No due dates have been stamped on the slip.

Spufford, Francis. I May Be Some Time. Ice and the English Imagination. 1st St.

$ 8.60

16.60

antarctic books
Stackpole ---- See Also: Shapiro, Irwin
Stackpole, Edouard A. The Voyage of the Huron and the Huntress. The American
Sealers and the Discovery of Antarctica. By Edouard A. Stackpole Curator of The
Marine Historical Association, Inc. 1st Edition (?). Med 8vo, 86 pp; 1 folding map
laid in, & 5 other maps, 3 plates, a few drawing/diagrams in text, appens; orig grey
wrappers, front wrap decorated with black sailing ship & printed in black & brown,
scarce. Minor soiling of wraps, front wrap has impression where a paperclip as
attached at one tme. Else very good. Mystic, Connecticut: Marine Historical
Association, November 1955, Number 29. (very good) (paperback) (Spence 1161)
(Renard 1529) (eBay 06/16/99)

$ 20.20

75.00

$ 22.00

40.00

The folding map is often missing. It was not listed in the copy auctioned by Renard
in 1994. Original price for this book was $2.00.

Stanton, William. The Great United States Exploring Expedition of 1838-1842. 1st
Edition (?). Cr (small) 4to, x, 433 pp; endpaper maps, several illus, notes, index;
orig light grey speckled cloth, spine lettered in blue and in gilt on blue gilt bordered
panel. Berkeley: University of California Press, (1975). (vg in clipped d.j.) (Renard
1531)
This great expedition led by Charles Wilkes USN, with 6 vessels, made numerous
discoveries in the Pacific and Antarctic regions. The results of the voyage were
first published in 5 large volumes and atlas in 1844. The expedition was inspired
by the hollow earth theory of an ex-Army captain.

Stefansson, Vilhjalmur. Arctic Manual. Reissue, 12mo, xvi, 556 pp; the front matter
contains a list of other books by the author, and an Errata, illus with drawings &
photos on the building of snow camps, index; orig grey cloth boards, spine lettered
in light blue & decorated with light blue snow flakes; very good+ in worn & torn
mylar protected dust jacket. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1944. (vg+ in
mylar prot d.j.) (Arctic) (Finch 09/09/00)
$ 72.00
A broad and general view of of the living and working conditions in the Arctic.
Prepared under the direction of the Chief of the Air Corps, U.S. Army. This edition
contains additional material that was not in the original Army Manual.
Purchased from Bob Finch at his home on Bainbridge Island, Washington, on
September 12, 2000. According to the dust jacket, the original price was $3.00.

Steger, Will and Jon Bowermaster. Crossing Antarctica. 1st Edition. xii, 306 pp; 9
maps, 8 colored plates, 4 appens, colophon; orig quarter grey cloth, grey papered
sides, spine lettered in gilt, compass rose blindstamped on front board, publishers
device blindstamped on back board. New York Alfred A. Knopf. , 1992. (as new
in d.j.) (Renard 1536)

$ 6.45

37.50

The 1989-1990 International Trans-Antarctic Expedition. They started at the tip of
the Antarctic Peninsula and finished at Mirny Station, via the South Pole, a distance
of 3,741 miles.
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Stephenson, Richard W. Selected Maps and Charts of Antarctica. An Annotated List
of Maps of the South Polar Regions Published Since 1945. Compiled by Richard
W. Stephenson. 4to, vi, 193 pp; light green wrappers, tape binding on spine, cover
lettered in black & decorated with Library of Congress device, pages consist of
typewritten text. Washington: Map Division, Reference Department, Library of
Congress, 1959. (vg) (paperback) (Spence 1162)
$ 10.00
Just a list of maps and charts current through Deep Freeze III. Original price from
GPO was $1.50. Orders from foreign countries could purchase with UNESCO book
coupons.

Sterling, Bryan B., and Frances N. Sterling. Will Rogers and Wiley Post. Death at
Barrow. 1st Edition (?). {iix}, 344 pp; illus with b/w photos, notes, ack, index.
New York: M. Evans, Inc., (1993). (as new in d.j.) (Arctic) (Ham 09/04/95)

$ 7.45

44,80

$ 5.00

7.00

Rogers & Post died in a plane crash on August 15, 1935. This dual biography----with
sixteen pages of photographs, many never before published----is fascinating and
illuminates the lives and times of the subjects.

Stevens, David. White for Danger. 1st Paperback Edition. 320 pp; stiff paper wraps
front cover illus with geodesic domes & smoke stacks, on icecap, with hammerand-sickle design in ice and river of blood flowing of edge of ice, spine & covers
lettered in black and metallic blue. New York: Stein and Day Publishers (1985)
(pocketbook) (fiction----Cordes p34)
Originally published in hardcover in 1979.
Could a lost valley----with living people----exist in Antarctica today? An expedition
from New Zealand discovers a secret Russian base near the south magnetic pole.

Stewart, John. Antarctica. An Encyclopedia. 2 vols, xxii, 597 v, 598-2293 pp; Vol I
consists of Foreword, Preface, and A-L; volume II consists of M-Z, Chronology,
Expeditions and Bibliography; orig blue cloth, lettered in white on spines and front
boards, publishers device printed in white on foot of spine; ISBN printed on white
on front boards. Jefferson, North Carolina & London: McFarland & Company,
Inc., Publishers, [1990]. (as new----issued without d.j.) (Finch 04/15/98)
$ 89.00

201.50

An exhaustive compilation of facts & information----geographic names, personnel,
sips, organizations, expedition, and so forth. It looks a lot like Geographic Names
of the Antarctic (1st Edition)----the entries are direct lifts, but the author has thrown
in names, places, ships and so forth that do not have place names in their honor.
Originally published at $ 165. Bob Finch purchased remainders from the publisher
and sold at this ‘‘bargain price’’.

Stonehouse, Bernard. Animals of the Antarctic. The Ecology of the Far South. 1st
American Edition. Demy 4to, 171 pp; 13 maps, over 200 color photos, bib,
glossary, index; orig light blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt.
D.j. is ragged at top on cover & front board is discolored in corresponding spot.
New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winsten, 1972. (coffee-table book) (d.j.) [B--11910]
(Renard 1544)

$ 22.50

52.00

Author wintered over 4 times and summered numerous times. He was formerly a
Reader in Zoology at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch.
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------------. North Pole South Pole. A Guide to the Ecology and Resources of the Arctic
and Antarctic.1st Canadian Edition(?), Med 4to, 216 pp; numerous colored illus
& maps, bib, index, photo credits; orig blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine
lettered in gilt. Top of boards have a dent otherwise very good, dust wrapper has
been torn and repaired with tape. Toronto, Montreal: McGraw-Hill Ryerson,
[1990]. (vg in good d.w.) (both poles) (coffee table book) (Renard 1546)
(eBay 09/05/98)

$ 8.95

27.00

The author has 40 years of experience of scientific work in the Arctic and Antarctic.
At the time this book was written he was the editor of the Polar Record and was
compiling an Antarctic Encyclopedia. I wonder if it was the same as John Steward’s?

Strong, Charles S. South Pole Husky. Decorations by Joseph A. Farren. 1st Edition,
8vo, vii, 295 pp; illus green endpapers with track of the Fram, illus of boat & dog
in water on half-title, frontispiece of boy & dogs, title page illus of dog & sled,
same illus on last page of book; orig light green cloth boards, yellow lettering on
spine and front board decorated with yellow dogs and sled; very good with good
color illus dust jacket. New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1950. (vg in d.j.)
(juvenile) (fiction----Cordes p35) (eBay 12/03/99)
$ 27.95
The story of Nils Paulson and is husky Blynken who become part of the Amundsen
Polar Exploration.
Original price was $ 2.75. Invoice dated 10 October 1984 laid-in with sale price of
$ 10.50.

------------. The Real Book About The Antarctic. Illustrated by Albert Orbaan. 1st
Edition(?), 8vo, 216 pp; index, illus with drawings, endpaper decorated with map
of Antarctica and drawings including a stealth fighter plane; orig light grey
leather-grained papered boards, decorated with logos for the Real Book series,
logos and lettering on front board and spine is reddish brown (Renard lists as
brown) on yellow, top of spine is decorated with a silhouette of an emperor
penguin. Garden City, NY: Garden City Books, [1959] (Fine in protected, vg d.j.)
(juvenile) (Spence 1167) (Renard 1552) (Finch 06/26/98)

$ 10.50

28.80

History up through early DeepFreeze
The d.j. states that this a Book Club Edition. The back of the d.j. has a small Boys
Clubs of America certificate which honors Garden City and Doubleday & Co, for
the Real Book series.

------------.The Real Book About The Antarctic. Illustrated by Albert Orbaan. 1st British
Edition (?), 8vo, 192 pp; bib, index, illus with drawings, endpaper decorated with
map of Antarctica and drawings of antarctic scenes; orig light blue leather-grained
papered boards, spine lettered in white. Title page missing else very good.
[London]: [Dennis Dobson], [1963] (vg in vg d.j.) (juvenile) (Spence 1168)
(Bull 12/28/98)
$ 7.65
Same as above, but the English version has fewer pages and the illustrations are
not exactly the same.
This copy has had the title page removed. Publication information was taken from
the d.j. and Spence. I originally paid $12.65 but Colin gave me a $5.00 rebate
because of the title page being missing.
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------------. We Were There [Series?] -- With Byrd at the South Pole. Historical Consultant
Colonel Bernt Balchen. Illustrated by Graham Kane. 1st Edition (?). Med 8vo, 178
pp; stylized endpaper map, 14 drawings in text; orig quarter (1/10) blue cloth,
brownish grey sides, lettered in black on spine in brown grey panel, front board
decorated (drawing of plane flying over Little America with sun & mountains in
back ground) in black. D.J. is chipped with 1 inch tear on front at bottom. New
York: Grosset & Dunlap, (1956). (vg in d.j.) (Fictionalized account----Cordes p35)
(Spence 1166) [D--212] (Renard 1550)

$ 3.00

7.50

Stroud, Mike. Shadows on the Wasteland. 1st U.S. Edition (?). (x), 182 pp; illus with
29 plates, 2 cartoons & 2 maps, equip list, bib; orig light blue papered boards,
quarter bound in dark blue cloth, spine lettered in light blue, publishers device
blind stamped on front board. Woodstock, New York: The Overlook Press, (1994)
(as new in d.j.)

$ 16.86

29.95

Crossing Antarctica with Ranulph Fiennes. The Author and Fiennes crossed
Antarctica, in 1993, on foot, from coast-to-coast----starting at the Filchner Ice Shelf,
to South Pole Station, to the Ross Ice Shelf. Supposedly they were unsupported
by men, animals or machines. This account of their journeys (they also made a
journey to the North Pole) is presented in an almost novelized form. The author
was also a member in the In the Footsteps of Scott expedition.

Sullivan, Robert & Robert Andreas; Editors. LIFE The Greatest Adventures of all
Time. With a Foreword by Will Steger. 1st Edition. 4to, {ii}, 176 (+2 un-numbered) pp; endpape rmaps, profusely illus with color & b/w photos, old paintings;
orig color illus wrappers, spine letter in blue and white, wraps lettered in blue,
white & black; as new. [Des Moines: Life Books, 2000]. (new) (papeerback)
(coffeetable book) (both poles) (WalMart 10/29/00)
$ 9.71
The book covers a lot of area of adventures, but has a good deal of polar content
which inlcudes: Polar Explorers & Adventurers; Scott, Will Steger, Shackleton,
Peary & Cook, Amundsen, Hilary, Messner, Byrd, and Capt Anderson of the
Nautilus.

Sullivan, Walter. Quest for a Continent. xv, 373 pp; endpaper maps, 6 other maps, 16
plates, index, Authors bio; orig quarter light blue cloth-grained, sides in black,
papered boards, spine lettered in white and reverse on white panels. Bumped and
chipped corners, boards chipped on edges. (New York): McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., (1957). (Ex Library*) (Spence 1171) [D--2214] (Renard 1555)

$ 3.75

35.00

Exploration from early 18th century up the beginning of the IGY and DF II. Contains
accounts of Operation Highjump, USS Sennet. The book is dedicated to the first
five Americans who died in Antarctica. The 5 names listed are U.S. Navy personnel. Probably other Americans died during the whaling/sealing days.
*White library number on base of spine. 4-line library stamp on front endpaper, title page and dedication
page: ‘‘Science Department / College Library / St. Gregory’s Seminary / Cincinnati 30, Ohio’’. Library
date loaned slip laid down and pastedown pocket, with card, mounted on back endpapers. Apparently
it was not a popular book, as both items are blank.
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------------. White Land of Adventure. The Story of the Antarctic. Illustrated with maps
and photographs. 1st Edition (?). 224 pp; endpaper & 12 other maps, 8 plates,
index; orig red cloth, spine lettered in white. New York: Whittlesey House,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., (1957). (juvenile) (good, dirt on boards, some
wear) (Spence 172) [D--2215] (Renard 1557)

$ 2.00

25.00

A shorter version of Quest for a Continent, for younger readers, and published
in the same year.

------------. Assault on the Unknown. The International Geophysical Year. 2nd Printing.
xv, 461 pp; endpaper maps (Antarctica Without Ice), several text maps & figs, 17
plates, notes, index; orig blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in silver.
Bug tracks on spine are actually decorative dots that are repeated on title page.
Spine slightly faded, front & back boards faded along extreme edge, d.j. is chipped
& spine is faded. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., (1961). (fair/good
in chipped d.j.) (after Spence 1173) [1951--1961 A--454] (after Renard 1558)

$ 12.50

34.95
1991 Reissue

------------. The Polar Regions. The geography, climate, and life of the Arctic and
Antarctic, and the explorers and scientists who discovered them. The Golden
Library of Knowledge series. Drawings by Ray Pioch. 1st edition(?), 54 pp; illus
with color and b&w drawings, maps, photographs, index, list of photo credits; orig
plasticized boards, front board decorated with photo of mountain range and back
board decorated with illus of other Golden Library books. Lower corner of boards
bent and cracked by mail carrier, plastic film starting to peel at top corner of front
board, otherwise good. Scarce. New York: Golden Press, 1962. (good+) (turtleback) (juvenile, preschool) (eBay 03/21/99)

$ 4.50

24.00

$ 12.89

18.95

Written during early years of IGY & Deep Freeze. Coverage of both poles.

Sundman, Per Olof. The Flight of the Eagle. Translated from the Swedish by Mary
Sandbach. 1st American Edition, 8vo, v, 383 pp; blue map endpapers, b/w
frontispiece of Andrées commemorative coin, illus with 8 b/w plates showing 12
photos; orig white linin cloth, maroon lettering on spine, compass rose stamped
at top corner of front board, top edge blue; very good plus in very good but sunned
dust jacket. New York: Pantheon Books, a Division of Random House,
[1970](Arctic) (fiction----docu novel) (eBay 11/12/99)
Original price $6.95. First published in 1967.
Fictionalized version of the 1897 balloon flight to the North Pole. All hands
perished.

Suter, Keith. Antarctica. Private Property or Public Heritage? 1st Australian Edition
(?). xi, 211 pp; map, 3 appens, index; orig blue wraps, with white lettering on spine
& covers, photo of melting ice on beach with MV Gondwana in distance.
Leichardt: Pluto Press Australia, (1991). (as new) (paperback) [V20 A--41399]

$ 21.50

35.00
Hard copy

Published in the U.K. & U.S. by Zed Books. Amazon.com has in hardcover. This
book provides an introduction to Antarctica’s law and politics, with a view to
assisting and perhaps generating some public debate.
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Sutton, George. Glacier Island. The Official Account of the British South Georgia
Expedition 1954-1955. 1st Edition (?). 224 pp; 4 maps, 15 plates, appens, index;
orig yellow cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in black. Spine is
faded/darkened with water spot at bottom, boards are spotted, foxing on the
endpapers, there is a piece of red negative tape on the verso of the title page.
London: Chatto & Windus, 1957. (Spence 1175)[D--2217] (Renard 1562)

$ 16.06

68.00

$ 7.48

18.00

$ 5.00

15.72

$ 30.81

63.00

Renard gives Spence 1175 two numbers (1561 & 1562). 1561 is listed as blue
board and gilt lettering. 1562 is with yellow boards and is termed the ‘‘secondary
binding’’. Strange, very strange indeed. Spence does not address this issue.
This was the first expedition to Antarctica with mountaineering as its primary
objective.

Swan, Robert. Destination: Antarctica. Photographs by Roger Mear, Robert Swan,
and Rebecca Ward. 1st Scholastic Printing. Not paginated (44 pp), endpaper maps,
1 b&w & 32 color photos, quarter light blue cloth-grained papered boards, sides
a darker blue, spine lettered in silver, ISBN number in silver on back board. New
York: Scholastic Hardcover, Scholastic Inc., (1988). (juvenile literature) (new in
d.j.) [V17 A--37701]
Follows the British adventurer Robert Swan and two other explorers on an exciting
and dangerous 900-mile trek to the South Pole. They got there by following in the
74-year-old footsteps of Scott

------------. Destination: Antarctica. Photographs by Roger Mear, Robert Swan, and
Rebecca Ward. Scholastic Reprint(?), 4to, (48 pp--unpaginated), ffep maps, 1 sepia
& 32 color photos; orig color illus paper wraps, spine and back cover lettered in
black, front cover lettered in white & black ISBN and bar code in black on back
cover. New York: Scholastic Inc., (1988(?)). (as new) (juvenile literature) (paperback ) [after V17 A--37701] (eBay 03/02/00)
Paperback version of above listed book, except that the endpaper maps or on
separate front free paper leaves.

Swithinbank, Charles. Alien in Antarctica. Reflections upon Forty Years Exploration
and Research on the Frozen Continent. 1st Printing (?), 8vo, xviii, 214 pp; illus
with b/w & color photos; acronyms, glossary, references, index; orig cloth grained
paper boards, lettered in gilt. Blacksburg, Virginia: The McDonald & Woodware
Publishing Company, 1997. (new in d.j.) (B&N 02/20/98)
The author has been around for years and has worked on both sides of the street.
He was with both the British and American expeditions. In this book he deals only
with his work with USARP.
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Temple, Philip. The Sea and The Snow. The South Indian Ocean Expedition to Heard
Island. 1st Edition. 8vo, [xi], 188 pp; endpaper maps, 2 full-page maps, 16 plates,
diagram of the boat Patanella; orig blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine
lettered in white & in blue on white panel; rfep excised probably along with library
pocket or markings, white smears on boards which is probably thin paper where
tape has been removed. [Melbourne]: Cassell Australia, [1966]. (vg-- in price
clipped, mylar protected d.w.) (*ex library) (Spence 1189) (Renard 1589) (eBay
05/22/00)

$ 28.85

67.00

$ 16.88

45.00

$ 15.00

35.00

$ 26.25

50.95

Private mountaineering expedition to Heard Island.
Spence list publication date as 1961, but the expedition did not start until 1964.
*Library markings removed from ffep, title page; black DISCARDED stamp on page 188; Distributed by /
SPORTSHELF / P.O. Box 634 / New Rochelle, N.Y. 10802 at bottom of title page looks as if it is
stamped on the page; date stamp on dedication page.

Thomas, Charles W., Captain, USCG. ICE is where you find it. 1st Edition (?). Med
8vo, 378 pp; xxvii, 27-378; frontispiece photo of (USCGC) Northwind, 5 maps,
25 plates, index; orig blue cloth, lettered in gilt on spine & front board. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., (1951). (both poles) (vg copy, corners
are slightly bumped & worn) [G-3227] (Renard 1591)
According to Renard ‘‘1st Edition’’ is stated on verso of title, but not on this copy.
Recounts the exciting experiences of a navigator on one antarctic and five arctic
expeditions.

Thomas Lowell, Sir Hubert Wilkins. His World of Adventure. 1st Edition. 8vo, {v},
297 pp; illus with 28 b&w photos; quarter blue cloth grained paper with grey art
leather (or is it marble?) sides, spine lettered in black and white. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., (1961). (fine in g/vg clipped d.j.) (Renard
1706)
Biography of the noted Arctic and Antarctic aviator. He made pioneering flights in
both areas and he commanded the Nautilus in the first voyage under the ICE.
Which Nautilus?

Thomson, David. Scott’s Men. 1st Edition (?). 8vo, {xiv}, 331 pp; endpaper, 28 b&w
photos on 16 plates, notes on sources, index; orig blue cloth-grained papered
boards gilt lettering on spine. (London): Alan Lane (Penguin Books), (1977).
(dealers label/sig*) (fine in fine, clipped, d.w.) (Renard 1597)
A study of character and a subtle portrait of the England that Scott’s men left to go
south.
*A word or name on front free endpaper has been obliterated with marker pen. Small 4-line dealers
label on inside front board: ‘‘Henry Sotheran Ltd. / Booksellers / 2, 3, 4, & 5 Sackville At., / London,
W1X 2DP’’.
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Thomson, John. Shackleton’s Captain. A Biography of Frank Worsley. 2nd Reprint,
Crown 4to, 208 pp; illus with full figure frontispiece of Worsley in his uniform,
several sketch maps, drawings & numerous b/w photos, 4 appends, bib, index;
orig color illus paper wraps, the wraps have end flaps simulating a dustwrapper,
spine lettered in white, covers illus in white and black; as new. [Christchurch]:
Hazard Press, [2000]. (as new) (paperback) (Bull 09/26/00)
$ 23.70
Frank Worsley was born in Akaroa and was raised in Christchurch. In addition to
his Antarctic exploits, he won a DSO in 1917 for sinking a U-boat and a second
DSO for fighting the Bolshevik Army. He was a whiskey runner to North America
and was involved in a search for Inca gold off the coast of Costa Rica. The author
is also from New Zealand.

Thomson, R(obert) B. The Coldest Place on Earth. Foreword by Dr. Philip Law,
former Director of ANARE. 1st Edition (?). 192 pp; 2 endpaper maps, 16 plates,
5 graphs; orig blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in dark blue. D.w
is slightly shopworn and has green price tag on front. Round, colored New Zealand
Antarctic Research Program decal with yellow borders & black lettering with red
southern cross star formation in foreground and smoking blue Mount Erebus in
background mounted on half-title. Wellington: A.H. & A.W. Reed, (1969). (fine
in vg d.w.) (Renard 1599)

NZ$ 2.85

50.75

$ 18.25

40.00

Bob Thomson wintered at Campbell Island 1958/59. In 60/61 he was SSL at Hallett
Station (joint US/NZ). In 61 he went to work for ANARE and later that year he was
made OIC of Wilkes Station (which was joint US/AUS at that time) through 1963.
During this period the events in this book took place. Afterwards he went back to
NZ and later became the head honcho in the NZARP.

[Tide Water Oil]. Highlights of the Byrd Expedition. 1st Edition (?). Not paginated
(32 pp), very numerous photographs; orig pictorial wraps printed in blue & brown.
Scarce. [np, Tide Water Oil Company, 1930]. (prev owner signature*) (Renard #
253) (map acquired 10 Apr 98 via eBay source @ $3.25 added to my cost.)
Laid in photocopy of map of the Bay of Whales, 1929-30. According to the source
of the map his copy of the book has a map glued inside the back wrap. I have
never seen any mention of such a map other than this source.
*Signature on front wrap: ‘‘Alan Margolies’’.

Tilman, H.W. Mischief Among the Penguins. 1st Edition (?). 192 pp; 4 maps, 11
plates; orig blue cloth, spine lettered in silver. Hinge is loose, several pages
repaired with cello tape, page 9 has portion missing but text intact. London: Rupert
Hart-Davis, 1961. (Ex Library*) (fair/poor in ragged d.w.) (Spence 1202) [D-2236] (Renard 1604)
$ 3.50

65.50

Tilman’s cutter visits Kergulen, Prince Edward and Marion Island as well as North
Atlantic islands.
*Remainder of library pastedown on inside front board and flap of d.w., 4-line library stamp, boxed in
blue ink on front free endpaper: ‘‘Cambridgeshire / Libraries / Withdrawn / From Stock’’. 4-line library
stamp, boxed in blue ink on title page: ‘‘Huntingdonshire / County Library / Gazeley House Huntingdon’’, 4th line is a series of dot-leaders for insertion of date & number stamps: ‘‘13 OCT A276841’’.
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Todd, Cynthia. Sing me a Song. Illustrated by Circe Woessner. Activities by Debra
Ziemann. 1st Edition(?), 4to, 22 (unpaginated) pp; illus with b/w drawings of
penguins; stiff illus paper wraps, covers lettered in black.; good +. Uniontown PA:
Alpenhorn Press, [1989]. (vg) (paperback) (*autographed) (juvenile ages 4--6)
(12/02/00)
$ 2.26
One of the Sing me a Song Series. Has educational activities for school or home
at the end of the book.
*Autographed by author on title page.

Todd, Frank S. Antarctic Splendor. (Esplendor Antarctico). Patrons Limited Deluxe
Edition. Square, s(ignature), 179 pp; stiff endpapers, limited edition page, numerous color photo illus, text & photo captions in english and spanish; orig white art
leather boards, front board lettered in light blue. Blaine, WA: Hancock Publishers,
ND. Original publisher: Santiago, Chili, Disenadores Associados Ltda, 1993. (new
in d.j.) (*autographed) (coffee-table book)
$ 81.00
The author is a noted biologist who has worked in Antarctica and the subantarctic
for more than 20 seasons. He is also a recognized authority on penguins and is
an accomplished wildlife photographer.
*Authors signature on limited edition page which appears to be bond watermarked paper.

Tollefsen, Ivar Erik. Queen Maud Land Antarctica. Paintings and Illustrations by
Vebjorn Sands. 160 pp; illus with numerous color photos, paintings, charactures
& cartoons, frontispiece portrait of Queen Maud; orig dark blue cloth-grained
papered boards, spine lettered in gilt, embossed title on front board. ND NP, [1994]
(coffee-table book) (new in d.j.) (Glade 04/10/97)

$ 42.00

55.95

¥ 6,500

47.00

$ 8.50

20.00

The author specially thanked Roland Huntford who made it possible to publish this
book in English. Queen Maud Land, the Norwegian sector of Antarctica was
annexed on 14 January 1939. It remains one of the least explored regions in the
world. Norway’s highest mountain was still unclimbed when thirteen men left Cape
Town in a Russian ice breaker on Christmas Eve 1993. On 2 February 1994 three
members of the expedition reached the summit of Ulvetanna.
I guess they think Queen Maud Land is part of Norway.

Torii, T[etsuya]. Antarctica. 206 pp; illus with numerous (246) color photos, text illus
with, maps, tables, drawings, etc.; orig blue buckram covered with clear plastic,
spine and front board lettered in silver, large colored Japanese language folding
map laid in. A pink slip of paper and a printed card also laid in, another slip of
paper laid down in back free endpapers. Nankyoku. Tokyo: Mainich: Shimbun
Sha, 1970. (coffee-table book) (d.j. covered Slipcase) (Japanese text with English
captions)[A--13671]
A largely photographic book covering ice, mountains, geology, flora, fauna, meteorology, and bases.

Trese, Patrick. Penguins Have Square Eyes. 2d Printing. {vi}, 217 pp; cartoon
endpapers; orig blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt, spine & front board decorated
with white snowflakes. New York: Holt, Rinehart & Wilson, (1962). (g/vg in
ragged clipped d.j.) (Renard 1616)
Patrick Trese, and cameraman Bill Hartigan, went to the ICE to make a movie
about Operation Deep Freeze. This book . . . ."In which one of those slick filmmakers proves (to his own satisfaction at least) that he’s a very clever fellow" ---Gaston C. Renard . . . . apparently old Gaston C. didn’t like the book, or Trese.
However, its easy for me to identify with this book.
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Turley, Charles. The Voyages of Captain Scott. Retold from ‘The Voyage of the
‘‘Discovery’’’ and ‘Scott’s Last Expedition’. With an Introduction by Sir J. M.
Barrie, Bart. Numerous Illustrations in Colour and black and white and a map. 1st
U.S. Edition. vii, 440 pp; folding map, photogravure portrait frontispiece of
Captain Scott, 4 colored plates from watercolors by Dr. Edward A. Wilson, 15
b&w plates, text diagram, facsimile of Scott’s last words, index; orig grey-green
cloth, lettered in gilt on spine & front board, front board decorated with gilt &
white ship, teg, others uncut. A rusted, smashed winged insect between the folding
map & first page of index. New York: Dodd, Mead & Company., 1915. (inscription*) (vg) (Spence 1217) (Renard 1624)

$ 19.61

32.00

*An inscription in pencil on front free endpaper has been erased. A penned X and an indecipherable
word is on the bottom of the spine. Small 3-line dealers in blue with white lettering on front free
endpaper: ‘‘Moyer’s / Book Barn / Strasburg, Pa’’.

[Tuttle, Francis, Captain, (et al)]. The Cruise of the U.S. Revenue Cutter Bear and
the Overland Expedition for the Relief of the Whalers in the Arctic Ocean, from
November 27, 1897 to September 13, 1898. [Consisting of reports; from E.P.
Bertholf to Tuttle, from D.H. Jarvis to Tuttle, from E.P. Bertholf to Jarvis, and
from S.J. Call to Jarvis]. {4}, 144 pp; folding map, 48 plates; orig blue cloth, spine
lettered in gilt. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1899.(previous owners
handstamp*) (hinges are weak and starting to part, else good) (arctic)
$ 65.00

185.00

Narrative of the successful effort to aid the crews of eight whalers trapped in the
ice at Point Barrow, and in danger of starvation. LT. D.H. Jarvis drove a herd of
reindeer from Seward Peninsula to Point Barrow in winter.
*Handstamp: ‘‘Harry Kruse’’ in red ink on inside front cover and on title page, signature of Harry Kruse
on title page above the handstamp.
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U.S. Army, Chief of the Air Corps. Arctic Manual----See Stefansson.
U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office. Manual of Ice Seamanship. H. O. Pub. No. 551. 1st
Edition(?), x, 128 pp; bib (in front matter), illus with b/w photos, charts, maps,
tables, appen, index; stiff light blue paper wraps, lettered in black, front cover illus
with drawing of ship in bergy bits; dirty covers, aged colored pages, else very
good. Washington D.C.: U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office, 1950. (vg) (both poles)
(handbook paperback) (eBay 05/25.00)
RESTRICTED

$ 4.13

20.00

security marking on top and bottom of all pages.

Includes some Highjump material.
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Vaeth, J. Gordon. To the Ends of the Earth - The explorations of Roald Amundsen.
Illustrated with photographs and maps. 1st Edition (?). {xii}, 221 pp; 4 maps, 37
illus, bib, index, colored pictorial boards Corners & edges of boards are slightly
worn. Jacket & boards have same pictures. New York and Evanston: Harper &
Row, Publishers, (1962). (for young readers) (both Arctic & Antarctic) (vg in
worn, clipped, and chipped d.j.) (Renard 1635)

$ 5.00

16.00

Van Riper, Guernsey, Jr. Illustrated by Aubrey Combs. Richard Byrd. Boy Who Braved
The Unknown. 1st Edition, 12mo, 190 pp; illus with numerous b/w silhouette like
drawings, some full-page; orig green cloth boards, spine and front board lettered
in red, spine and front board decorated in yellow, white publisher device on spine
and front board; corners bumped, spine dirty else very good. Indianapolis: The
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., [1958]. (vg) (*ex library) (both poles) (juvenile
biography) (eBay 01/03/00)

$ 12.95

48.00

A great story for children about one of America’s most famous explorers
*Library paste-down pocket on inside front board. Date Due slip and flaps from dust jacket pasted to
inside ffep. Ink and penciled notations on top of title page. There are no external library markings and
no DISCARD stamps evident.

------------. Illustrated by Katherine Sampson. Childhood of Famous Americans. Richard
Byrd. Boy of the South Pole. Reprint, 12mo, 200 pp; endpaper advertisements for
other Childhood of Famous Americans books, illus with 10 full-page partially
colored (green & several tan) and numerous smaller drawings, backmatter contents of important dates in Byrds life, Do You Remember questions about the book,
Interesting Things You Can Do, list of Interesting Words in the book; orig red
cloth boards, spine lettered & decorated with penguin & pub device in black, front
board lettered in red on black panel & authors name in black, front board decorated
with black penguins; very good in mylar prot dustjacket, mylar and dustjacket
have been cello taped to the book, dustjacket and mylar on back has a 2×1 inch
cut-out. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., [1962]. (vg in price
clipped, mylar prot d.j.) (*ex library) (both poles) (juvenile biography) (eBay
10/30/00)
$ 11.86
First published in 1958 as Richard Byrd. Boy Who Braved the Unknown. This
edition has a different illustrator, a new format and a few extra pages. The extra
pages are due to the addition of a list of illustrations and the back matter. Some of
the chapter titles have changed and notably those chapters that had the word ‘‘I’’
did this , or ‘‘I’’ did that, have been changed to the third person. I guess that was
done in order to make the titles politically correct.
*Library paste-down pocket with date due slip & library card on inside rear endpaper. Date Due slip
has a 1996 date on it and the card has a 1995 date. There are small black in ST. PIUS X SCHOOL
stamp on the library pocket, last page & title page. The obverse of the title page has the date JUN 12
1980 stamped on it. The top edge is stamped with Louisville Free Public Library. Ink and crayon
obliterated notation on bottom of title page. Library label on base of dustjacket spine. There is a circular
red label on the inside free endpaper.

Vaughan, Norman D.; with Cecil B Murphey. With Byrd at the Bottom of the World.
The South Pole Expedition of 1928-1930. 1st Edition (?), pp x, 197, 3 sketch maps
& plans, portrait & 16 plates; orig tan third cloth, blue leather grained paper sides,
spine lettered in blue. (Harrisburg, PA): Stackpole Books, (1990). (front free
endpaper folded w/crease else as new in d.j.) (Ham 01/01/96) (Renard 1637)

$ 17.06

30.00

Vaughan describes his two years on the ice, as Byrd’s dog handler, offering a
firsthand perspective on the long sunless winter and the remarkable achievements
of the dogs, who pulled the sleds hundreds of miles on brutally hard terrain.
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Vaughan, Norman D.; with Cecil B Murphey. My Life Of Adventure. 1st Edition (?),
pp viii, 246, illus with b & w photos; orig red third cloth, light blue leather grained
paper sides, spine lettered in white. (Harrisburg, PA): Stackpole Books, (1995).
(as new in d.j.) (Ham 01/01/96)

$18.46

29.90

$ 4.95

30.00

$ 4.45

12.95

$ 24.95

44.95

$ 18.50

37.00

This time he describes his time with Byrds, the 2nd World War, dog racing, and
his attack on climbing Mount Vaughan.

Venables, Stephen. Island at the Edge of the World. A South Georgia Odyssey. 1st
Edition (?). Med 8vo, {xiv}, 177 pp; 3 maps, 16 color plates, 3 appens, (expeditions to South Georgia, Acknowledgments, bib.), index; orig blue cloth-grained
papered boards, spine lettered in gilt. (London): Hodder & Stoughton, (1991). (as
new in d.w.) [A--55027] (Renard 1638)
Mountaineering expedition to South Georgia with historical overtures. An account
is given of the author’s memories and impressions experienced during an expedition to South Georgia in the summer of 1989-1990. Itinerary and logistics of the
expedition are described in detail. A chronology of expeditions to South Georgia,
from Captain Cook’s in 1775 to the 1991 Caradoc Jones expedition, is presented
at the end of the book.

Vernon, Adele. The Hoiho. New Zealand’s Yellow-Eyed Penguin. Photographs by
Dean Schneider. 1st Impression. {iv}, 44 pp; numerous colored plates, index; orig
pictorial plasticized (reinforced for library use) boards. Jacket & boards have same
pictures New York: G.P. Putman’s Sons, (1991). (juvenile literature) (as new in
d.j.)
Discusses New Zealand’s forest-dwelling penguin, rarest of the world’s penguins
and edging closer to extinction every year.
First impression is stated on verso of title. It is also stated that the text and
photographs were copyright in 1991 and that it was printed in 1988. Strange, very
strange indeed.

Vette, Gordon, with John Macdonald. Impact Erebus. Foreword by P. T. Mahon. 1st
U.S. Edition (?). Med 8vo, 347 pp; endpaper map, maps, numerous colored &
b&w photos, 6 appens, glossary, notes; orig black cloth-grained papered boards.
New York: Sheridan House, (1984). (as new in vg d.j.) (Renard 1640)
On 29 November 1979 Air New Zealand Flight 901, with 257 people onboard,
crashed into the slopes of Mt. Erebus. No one survived.

Victor, Paul-Emile. Man and the Conquest of the Poles. Translation by Scott Sullivan,
1st Edition (English). Med 8vo, 320 pp; endpaper maps, 32 plates (1 double-page),
index; original blue cloth, spine & front board lettered in silver, top edge light
blue, front board decorated with embossed silver sun symbol. New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1963. (vg++ in vg mylar covered d.j.) (before Spence 1229) (Renard
1641) (eBay 11/05/98)
Translated from the original French. Thorough coverage of both Poles. Has laid-in,
unused postcard for mailing review comments to publisher.
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Villiers, A.J. Whaling in the Frozen South. Being the Story of the 1923-24 Norwegian
Whaling Expedition to the Antarctic. By A.J. Villiers Australian Press Correspondent with the Expedition. Illustrated. 1st Edition (?). {vi}, {1-22}, 23-292 pp;
endpaper maps, portrait frontispiece, 29 plates, appen; orig grey-green cloth, spine
& front board lettered in gilt, side & bottom edge uncut. Boards are worn and water
damaged, spine is barely readable. All the pages have water stains as if the entire
book was in water at one time. Scarce. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company,
(1925). (dealers stamp*) (Spence 1232) (USN 32.28) (Renard 1646)

$ 7.50

85.00

------------. Whalers of the Midnight Sun. A story of Modern Whaling in the Antarctic.
Illustrated with woodcuts by Charles Pont. 1st U.S. Edition(?), [viii], 285 pp;
endpaper maps, frontispiece woodcut of whaling ship and penguins, 11 full-page
illus; orig yellow cloth, spine & front board lettered in blue, front board decorated
with a blue embossed blowing whale. Spine is dark and the front board has a large
water stain on the edge and about 1 inch wide running the length of the book,
boards are stained/dirty and corners are bumped. Cloth at top of spine is frayed.
Pages are browning at edges and someone took a yellow marking pen to pages
116 & 117.Scarce. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1934. (good) (fiction---Cordes p37) (Before Spence 1233) (USN 32.45[1935]) (Renard 1655) (eBay
03/20/99)
$ 8.25

50.00

Captain Carl A. Larsen was commander of the expedition.
*Jan. 1964 written in blue ink on verso of front free endpaper and half-title. Dealers stamp, 4-line in
green ink on inside front board: ‘‘Bertrand Smith / ’’Acres of Books" / 633 Main St. / Cincinnati, Ohio".

Several Tasmanian boys stow away on a whaler bound for Antarctica. The captain
discovers a passage at the foot of Graham Land, proving that it is an island.

Viola, Herman J. and Carolyn Margolis, Editors with the assistance of Jan S. Danis
and Sharon D. Galperin. Magnificent Voyagers. The U.S. Exploring Expedition,
1838-1842. 1st Edition (?). Demy 4to, 304 pp; free endpaper map on green paper,
67 colored & 140 b&w illus, 3 appens, refs, index; orig pictorial wraps, lettered
in white on spine & page 1 of cover, page 4 of cover lettered in black. Washington,
DC: Smithsonian Institute Press, 1985. (as new) (paperback) (Renard 1665)

$ 3.95

65.00

Also published in hardcover.
A beautifully illustrated and well-produced book on the highly important U.S.
Exploring Expedition led by Charles Wilkes. The expedition, financed & equipped
by the U.S. Government and comprising 6 vessels was a magnificent undertaking
and made numerous discoveries in the Pacific and Antarctic Regions, including
several landfalls along Wilkes Land and visits to the South Shetland Islands,
Macquarie Island and Louis Phillipe Peninsula. The accounts of Samoa, Fiji and
other Pacific locations are of prime importance, particularly in relation to the
changes wrought since earlier European visits. The natural history and ethnological collections were acquired by the Smithsonian Institution and several magnificent publications were produced in which many Pacific species were first
described----a substantial number of the illustrations are reproduced in this book.
The original monographs are all rare or very rare.
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Walden, Jane Brevoort. Igloo. With a foreword by Richard E. Byrd, Rear Admiral,
U.S.N., Retired. Drawings by Diana Thorne. 3rd Printing. Med 8vo, x, 211 pp;
portrait frontispiece (b&w with yellow background), numerous text illus; orig blue
cloth, spine & front board lettered in black, front board illus with black & white
dog head. Shelf wear, corners bumped and worn thin. It looks as if a child wrote
& drew on the title page with crayon or colored pencil and it was erased. Scarce.
New York: G.P. Putman’s Sons, 1931. (good to vg) (both poles) (Renard 1667)

$ 12.00

75.00

Signed 1st Edition

An account of Byrd’s dog, Igloo, and his visits to both the Arctic and Antarctic.

Walden, Jane Brevoort and Stuart D. L. Paine. The Long Whip. The Story of a Great
Husky. 1st Edition(?), 8vo, {xi}, 246 pp; frontispiece portrait of Jack the Giant
Killer, illus with 26 b/w photos at back of book; orig light green cloth, spine and
front board lettered in grey with rule on front board & spine; spine is badly faded
& many pages have stains*, small 1/2 inch tear at bottom of front hinge, else very
good. New York: G. P. Putman Son’s, 1936, (vg) (juvenile) (*inscription) (eBay
12/15/99)
$ 29.05
The story of Jack who was one of the sledge dogs that Admiral Byrd used for his
second Antarctic Expedition. Beginning with him being trained for the team and
his life afterwards.
*The stains are systematic and appear to be in the paper from before the printing
process.
The spine has the names: Paine & Murphy below the title. Who is Murphy?
*Inscription neatly written at top of ffep: / 1946 / Merry Christmas / To Charles Radke / From Mom &
Dad /.

Walton, Keven. Portrait of Antarctica ---- See Fleming

27.00

Walton, E. W. Kevin. Two Years in the Antarctic. 1st American Edition (?). 8vo, 194
pp; 2 full-page maps, 3 double-page & 17 full-page plates, 4 text illus, index; orig
light blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Spine is faded & lettering is getting hard to
read, several spots on back board else vg. New York: Philosophical Library,
(1955). (inscription/signature*) (vg) (Spence 1243) [1951--1961 D--2274] (After
Renard 1671)

$ 25.00

80.00

$ 17.00

40.95

About the Authors experiences with Operation Tabarin, which came to be known
later as the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey.
*Signature: ‘‘D. M. Johnson’’ on front free endpaper. Redlined label with personal autograph/inscription
tipped in also on fep: ‘‘For Billy Ace Baker’s Library / E. W. Kevin Walton’’. (I don’t know when or how
I got this label, but my note on old book lists dates it as 1991 vintage)

------------. Two Years in the Antarctic. Second (republished) Edition. 8vo, 194 pp; 2
full-page maps, 32 b/w plates, 2 full-page plans, 4 text illus, index; orig blue
cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt. Book has 2 d.w. Upper
Colwall, Malvern:.The Knell Press, (1982). (inscription/signature*) (as new in
d.w.) (after Spence 1243) [after 1951--1961 D--2274] (Renard 1672)
With new illustrations & diagrams. Finn Ronne expedition was neighbor on same
island with this survey.
*Inscribed on title page to: ‘‘Anne Cope ---- E. W Kevin Walton / Malvern / England / 1983".
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Walton, Kevin and Rick Atkinson. Of Dogs and Men. Fifty Years in the Antarctic. The
illustrated Story of the Dogs of the British Antarctic Survey 1944--1994. 1st
Edition(?), 190 pp; numerous color & b&w photos, maps, 3 appens, index; orig
blue cloth boards, spine lettered in silver. [Worcestershire]: [Images Publishing
(Malvern) Ltd.], [1996].(as new in d.j.) (signed by authors) (Finch 12/28/98)
$ 32.00

$ 67.00

The fep states that this is an edition limited to 1,000 copies. With blanks for the
number of the book, who the book was presented to. The authors signed with page
near the bottom.

War Department. Technical Manual. Arctic Manual. TM 1--240, April 1, 1942. 74 pp;
index, last page of index has publication authority and distribution info; orig stiff
buff colored paper wraps front cover lettered in black, the pages are stapled; pages
browned with age. Washington DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1942. (vg)
(paperback) (eBay 05/05/00)

$ 9.60

This manual supersedes Arctic Manual, volumes I and II, November 6, 1940.

------------. Arctic Manual. Technical Manual: TM 1--240, 17 January 1944. 131 pp; FEP
folding map of Arctic region, illus with 20 small drawings of plants, and one of a
bird trap, tables, index; orig stiff paper wraps, the pages are stapled together with
2 staples & wraps are glued on forming a spine; spine and cover lettered in black.
Wraps and pages brown from age. The folding map has an unopened corner on
bottom where it is attached to the book, the land areas have been colored in with
a black lead pencil. [Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1943(?)].(vg
---- paperback) (Inscription*) (Bookman 03/30/98)

$ 35.00

40.00

$ 25.00

40.00

This manual superseded and replaced the TM 1--240 of 1 April 1942.
*Inscription, handwritten in ink, on cover in upper left-hand corner: Please return to / LT-CDR H. Korbe
(?) Jr. USNR / BUPERS Training ---- Room 3714.

Wead, Frank. Gales Ice and Men. A Biography of the Steam Barkentine Bear.
Decorations by Charles E. Pont. 1st Edition (?). xiii, 272 pp; endpaper maps,
colored frontispiece, 13 b&w plates, a few text illus, 3 appens; orig grey boards,
spine & front board lettered in black, front board with black silhouette of ship.
Spine discolored, boards are dirty especially around edges. New York: Dodd,
Mead & Co., 1937. (ex-library ?* ) (Laid in items*) (Before Renard 1677)
The story of the Bear through the 2nd Byrd expedition. Appendix A lists her
skippers from 1874 through 1935. Appendix B is two ‘‘additional’’ songs of the Bear,
and Appendix C is a technical description of the Bear.
*Rectangular library stamp in green ink on inside back board: ‘‘Kaufmann’s / (something) th Ave Sou...
/ No. 1370 / Circulation Library /’’, with a green: ‘‘canceled’’ stamp over the first stamp. Dust jacket
flap mounted on one of the front free endpapers. Following items laid in: Photo of Bear from unknown
source, and laid-in page from Seattle Times, Sunday, April 9, 1944, headed: ARCTIC RESCUE
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Webb, Robert N. Challenge of Ice. Real Life Stories of Polar Explorers (cover
subtitle). Illustrations by Arnie Kohn. 1st Edition(?), Cr 8vo, 214 pp (last page is
advertisement for other books); illus endpapers, frontispiece of sailing ship
moored to ice shelf; illus with blue drawings, some full page; plasticized (cellophane) orig pictorial paper boards, all edges blue, boards are illus with icescape,
front board illus with ice background with a man’s shadow, a compass, and a
bear-clawed hand. Book is part of publishers Real Life Stories series. Very Good
to Fine; very little wear with slight bumping of corners, bottom of book near spine
is worn both front and back, front has about 3/4 inch tear in the cellophane
covering. Racine, Wisconsin: Whitman Publishing Company, [1963] (vg to fine)
(eBay 04/25/98) (both poles) (juvenile) ( previous owners inscription*) (Renard
1678)

$ 7.99

12.00

Random stories about both poles.
*Previous owners name and address on title page in green ink: Ex Libris / Eric C. Bourhill / 3617
Hawthorne Ave. / Richmond, Va / December 1963. Back free endpaper has similar inscription.

[Weiss Philatelics]. Public Auction Sale No. 141. The Property of 55 Different
Owners. 1st Edition, 4to, 316 (including wraps) pp; illus with numerous b/w
photos of stamp, covers, books, magazines & ephemera, lots 2274 to 2480 (pp 242
through 270) feature the Byrd Antarctic Collection of Paul Skowron; stiff paper
wraps, spine and covers lettered in orange, front cover decorated with full color
illus of lot number 2432; as new. No inscription.{2000} (as new) (Weiss 01/13/01) $ 6.00
The Byrd collection is mostly of BAE II, but there are some material from his first
expedition as well as a few from BAE III, & Operation Highjump and Operation
Deep Freeze. There are also ten issues of the South Polar Times which I will bid
on.
Lot number 2432 features a handpainted cachet and is said to be the most beautiful
Byrd cover known and has been featured in articles in numerous philatelic
publications.

West, Wallace. Paramount Newsreel Men With Admiral Byrd in Little America. The
story of Little America with pictures by Paramount Newsreel Cameramen and the
story of their adventures. 1st Edition (?). Small square 4to, [6]-92 (last adv.,
complete as issued) pp; 43 full-page b&w illus; orig color pictorial boards. Slight
wear to extremities, head of spine chipped to 1/2 inch on both sides, small piece
down through the letter ‘‘P’’ is nearly falling off. Scarce. Racine, Wisconsin:
Whitman Publishing Co., [1934]. (overall good copy) (Renard 1687)

$ 15.00

20.00

The first and last four pages, including the boards, comprise the endpapers,
making a total of 96 pp (I think). A scarce and ephemeral and fragile item. A variant
exists without the Author’s name on title-page (see below).

[West, Wallace]. Paramount Newsreel Men With Admiral Byrd in Little America.
The story of Little America with pictures by Paramount Newsreel Cameramen and
the story of their adventures. 1st Edition (?). Small square 4to, [6]-92 (last adv.,
complete as issued) pp; 43 full-page b&w illus; orig color pictorial boards. Slight
wear to extremities, small tear at foot of spine; front free endpaper is separated.
Scarce. Racine, Wisconsin: Whitman Publishing Co., [1934]. (overall good copy)
(Renard 1688)

W
$ 8.50

20.00

This copy is a variant of preceding item without the Author’s name on title-page.
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Westerman, J. F. C. The Antarctic Treasure. Illustrated by Victor Cooley. 1st Australian edition, 12mo, 290 pp; illus with eight b/w full page drawings; orig orange
cloth, spine and front board lettered in black, front board decorated with ship at
sea; spine sunned, pages browned else very good. Melbourne: Geoffrey Cumberlege Oxford University Press Leighton House, [1948]. (vg--) (fiction----Cordes
p38) (*label) (eBay (08/07/99)

$ 32.57

38.12

Orig London version pub in 1932.
A young wireless operator ships out of Barry, England, aboard ‘‘Evening Star’’ and
discovers that he is on a secret voyage to station ‘‘Zero’’ in Antarctica. Eventually
the ship is taken over by the Russians.
*Small black and gilt booksellers label on bottom of ffep near spine: WELL’S NEWSAGENCY /
ORANGE.

Wheatley, Dennis. The Man Who Missed the War. Reprint, 12mo, 288 pp; dark blue
cloth boards, spine & front board lettered in gilt, front board decorated with
facsimile of publishers signature, good plus with bumped corners & worn edges.
London: Hutchinson & Co. (Publishers) Ltd., [1946] (good+) (fiction----Cordes
p38) (eBay 01/17/01)
$ 5.54
Published simultaneously in London, New York, Melbourne and Sydney. First
published in 1945. Following printed on verso of title page: ‘‘This book is produced
in complete cofformity (sic) with the authorized economy standards.’’ To prove it
the text is printed in small type that is very close to the edges of the paper. The
boards are very thin and slightly limp.
The plot involves a British engineer, who designs trans-Atlantic rafts drifts to
Antarctica with a stowaway, an American heroine. Landing at 67° 30’S, 77° 10’E,
they discover a warm valley inhabited by Leprechauns and Atzlanteans who are
influencing the outcome of World War II. The Atzlanteans are the actual people
from Atzlan a lost civilization which formed the basis for the myth of Atlantis.
The author was a prolific writer of spy stories prior to the outbreak of WW II. During
the war he worked as a Wing Commander in the British War Cabinet. After the
war, in order not to comprise the Official Secret’s Act, he refrained from writing spy
novels until a sufficient time had passed. In the interim he wrote this novel.

Wheeler, Sara. Terra Incognita. Travels in Antarctica. 1st U.S. Edition. xxi, 356, [+4]
(blank) pp; appen, selected bib, colophon; orig light blue quarter bound papered
boards with white sides. New York: Random House, [1996]. (as new in d.j.)
(Common Reader 05/15/98)

$ 29.95

34.40

The author, an English journalist, spent seven months in Antarctica in 1993 as a
guest of the NSF. A good account of the author’s experiences and those of the
heroes.
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------------. Greetings from Antarctica. 1st American Ed, 45 pp; digital contour map of
Antarctica and seascape endpapers (which also serve as the background on all
pages), illus with b&w & color photos, reading list, index; orig color illus
plasticized boards, spine lettered in red & blue, front board lettered in white, red
& black. New York: Peter Bedrick Books, [1999]. (new) (turtleback) (juvenile)
(Amazon.com 05/27/99)

$ 12.12

15.95

$ 87.50

92.00

The author tells the story of her experiences living and working in Antarctica
through letters and photographs to her godson, Daniel, who the book is dedicated
to. Her letters are dated but do not indicate the year. Her last entry in a ‘‘key dates
in Antarctic history’’ is for an event in 1991.
Orig published in 1993 by Digital Wisdom Inc.

Wilkins, Sir Hubert. Under the North Pole. The Wilkins-Ellsworth Submarine Expedition. xiv, 347 pp; mapped endpapers, portrait frontispiece, illus with 39 plates;
orig yellow cloth boards, spine & front board lettered in black, front board
decorated with black & yellow half globe (Northern Hemisphere). Boards lightly
soiled and insect damage at head of spine else very good. NP: Brewer, Warren and
Putman, [1931]. (vg) (Arctic) (Bull 09/06/95)
According to Colin Bull the book was written before the expedition. And Wilkens
explains the reason why in his Preface.
Account of the background and plans to explore the Arctic basin north of Spitsbergen in an O-Class submarine, the O--12, was transferred to the United States
Shipping board and was converted for Arctic operations by the Philadelphia Navy
Yard and was re-named Nautilus. Includes chapters by Stefansson, Simon Lake,
and Danenhower. After the expedition the boat was returned to the Navy. She was
sunk on 20 November 1931 in a Norwegian fjord.
*Front free endpaper has name or signature: ‘‘R.D. Lears Jr’’ in black ink. Following inscription on half
title: Dick -- / We didn’t exactly do what / we started out to do, but / what was accomplished was /
certainly full of thrills. While / under the ice I had plenty / of time to think about the many happy hours
we spent / together. Cheerio and a very / hearty ‘‘73" / Ray Myers. / Chief Radioman on the / ’’Nautilus"
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------------. Under the North Pole. The Wilkins-Ellsworth Submarine Expedition. Limited De Luxe Edition. Number 66 of 275 numbered and signed copies, signed by
Wilkins and Danenhower, 8vo, xiv, 347 pp; studio portrait frontispiece on heavy
stock tipped-in, portrait and title page separated by tissue, errata, illus with 39
plates; teg others uncut and a few leaves unopened. dark blue half cloth, gilt ruled
spine, spine lettered in gilt on dark blue panel, grey papered sides. Some fading
of Wilkins portrait, minor soil on the light grey boards, edge chipped, top of spine
is thin and frayed, minor split inside rear binding, but generally very good. NP:
Brewer, Warren and Putman, [1931]. (vg) (Arctic) (*inscription) (**ex-libris)
(KCH 07/23/99)
$ 175.00

475.00

Recto of frontispiece has following statement Of this studio portrait of Sir Hubert
Wilkins two hundred and seventy-five numbered prints have been made by Hal
Phyfe for the de luxe editionof Under the North Pole and thereafter the negative
was destroyed.The portrait is signed by Hal Phyfe in red in the lower left corner
After several years of negotiation this book was purchased from John Henry and
he originally paid $80.00 for it.
*Signed by Author and Danenhower on DeLuxe Edition page.
**Previous owner bookplate on inside front board. Plate has heraldic shield in pink and grey with letters,
or word, CAJA on shielf.

Williams, Geofrey T. The last Frontier. Antarctica. Illustrated by Neesa Becker. 1st
Printing, 4to, 32 pp; illus with colored paintings of Antarctic wild life and scenes;
plasticized board illus with boy and Adelie penguin wraparound, back board
lettered in black, spine lettered in red & blue, front board lettered in black & aqua.
Los Angeles: Price Stern Sloan, [1992], (vg turtleback) (juvenile fiction) (NEX
tent sale 11/26/99)

$ 2.15

9.95

Jon Michaels accompanies his scientist mother to Antarctica, where he observes,
and records in his diary, the animals and many wonders of that continent

Williams, John E. H. Like English Gentlemen.----See Cæsar, the King’s Dog.
Williams, Marion D. Submarines Under Ice. The U.S. Navy’s Polar Operations. 1st
Edition, 8vo, xiii, 226 (last 3 unnumbered) pp; illus with 16 pp of b/w photos,
glossary, index, about the author, advert for Naval Institute Press; quarter bound
with navy cloth and blue papered sides, spine lettered in silver, as new in as
pictorial dust jacked. Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, [1998]. (new in new d.j.)
(*label) (both poles) (Navy Museum 10/21/00)
$ 30.00
The author, himself a submarine sailor, has written mostly about submarines in the
Arctic. However, there is a chapter on the USS Sennett, which was in the Antarctic
during Operation Highjump. The beginning of the book is about Wilkens and his
North Pole submarine voyage. There is no mention of German U-Boats.
*Bar code price label pasted over original bar card on back of dust jacket.
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Wilson, Edward. Diary of the Terra Nova Expedition to the Antarctic 1910-1912. An
account of Scott’s last expedition edited from the original mss in the Scott Polar
Research Institute and the British Museum by H. G. R. King. 1st Edition. Cr 4to,
xxiii, 279 pp; 7 full-page & 3 other maps, 24 colored plates & numerous other
illus including pencil sketches & photos, 4 appens, refs, index; orig mustard (?)
(tan) cloth, spine lettered and decorated (Terra Nova) in gilt, with gilt facsimile
signature on front board. London: Blandford Press, 1972. (as new in d.j.) (Spence
655) [Before A--12912] (Renard 1720)

$ 37.00

97.00

$ 10.00

30.00

$ 25.95

83.00

$ 7.60

28.80

$ 19.75

19.90

First publication of the full text of Wilson’s diary of Scott’s last expedition.The entire
Pole part of five personnel perished on the return from the Pole.

------------. South Pole Odyssey - Selections from the Antarctic Diaries of Edward Wilson.
Edited by H.G.R. King. 1st Edition. 176 pp; several maps and other illus, 8 colored
notes, bio notes, bib, index; orig stiff colored pictorial wraps. Poole, Dorset,
(England): Blandford Press, 1982. (vg) (Paperback) [A--28765] (Renard 845)
Contains useful short biographical notes of the members of Scott’s two expeditions
that are mentioned in Wilsons diaries.

------------. Edward Wilson’s Birds of the Antarctic. Edited by Brian Roberts. From the
original illustrations in the Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge. 3rd Impression (?). Roy 4to, x, 11-191 pp; portrait frontispiece, 316 illus (mostly in color)
from paintings & drawings by Wilson, bib, index; orig orig blue cloth-grained
papered boards. (First published London: Blandford Press Ltd., 1967; Reprinted
1980 [revised]; Reprinted 1987. Poole, Dorset: New Orchard Editions, (1987).
(coffee-table book) (new in d.w.) (after Spence 979) [after 3B-5913] (Renard
1719)
A marvelously illustrated work which includes Wilson’s diary of a winter journey to
Cape Crozier to visit an Emperor Penguin rookery.

Winteringham, Victoria. Penguin Day. 1st Edition(?), 32 pp (paginated); b/w & blue
illus by author; white plasticized boards, with blue lettering on spine and blue
drawing of cartoon penguin on front board; very good plus in slightly worn dust
jacket. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, [1982]. (vg+ in good price clipped
d.j.) (juvenile fiction 5--8) (turtleback binding) (eBay 04/1200)
The dawn to dusk shenanigans of a colony of madcap penguins. The author made
a trip to Antarctica to see her favorite birds but was marooned in the Falklands and
liked it so much that she stayed there for six years.

Wood, Gareth with Eric Jamison. South Pole. 900 Miles on Foot. xiv, 225 pp; illus
w/maps & numerous photos; stiff wraps decorated with photo of ice cliff and
expedition members on front and inset photo of Wood on back, lettered in black
and white on covers and black on spine. Victoria B.C.: Horsdal & Schubart, [1996].
(new) (paperback) (authors autograph*)
In 1983 three men walked from Ross Island to the South Pole. Mears and Swan
wrote South to the Pole. Now the third member has written his book. In which he
deals as much with the psychological problems to be overcome as with the physical
ones. Very good indeed.
The author now lectures on ‘‘team work’’ and conducts team and leadership training
seminars as an independent contractor. Fits his independent personality.
*Author’s autograph, signature only, on half title page.
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Wollheim, Donald A. Mike Mars South Pole Spaceman. Illustrated by Albert Orbaan.
1st Edition, 8vo, 190 pp, illus endpapers, frontispiece illus of F-15, aircraft
drawing on title page, illus with numerous pen & ink maps, diagrams & drawings,
many of which are full-page, several are facing-page; spine lettered in white &
black, top edge blue; very good in worn mylar protected dust jacket. Garden City
New York: Doubleday & Company Inc., [1962]. (vg in good+ mylar prot d.j.)
(fiction----Cordes p39) (eBay 01/17/01)
$ 20.50
Original price was $1.25.
The book is very accurate in the description of the ice during the time that it was
written. There are chapters on Wigram AFB in New Zealand, McMurdo, Vostok &
Mirny. One of the characters in a drawing looks like Buz Dryfoose was the model.

------------. Mike Mars South Pole Spaceman. #6 in a new space-adventure series.
Illustrated by Albert Orbaan. 1st Paper Back, 128 pp, last 2 Mike Mars book ads;
illus with pen & ink drawings; illus paper wraps, edges red. New York: Paperback
Library Inc, [1966]. (good) (book dealer stamp*) (paperback pocketbook) (juvenile fiction----Cordes p39) (eBay 10/22/98)

$ 6.58

14.70

Worsley, F.A. Shackletons Boat Journey. Narrative Introduction by Sir Edmund
Hillary. 1st [U.S.] Edition. 220 pp; endpaper maps, endpaper map, sketch map, 32
plates; orig quarter blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt, grey papered sides. Just about
a fine copy, d.j. has small rips on front & back bottoms. New York: W.W. Norton
& Company Inc., (1977). (vg in good d.j.) (After Spence 1281) (Renard 1736)
$ 8.95

40.00

Originally published in 1962 as a hardback. Original paperback price was 45¢.
Stranded on a polar icecap, Mike must prevent the Russians from discovering the
secret of the Blue Scout rocket.
*Dealers stamp inside front and back covers: Jesse’s Books and Records /..... Shopping Center /
Mailing Address 640 E. MR Street / Cottonwood, Arizona .....

The work was first published by Hodder & Stoughton’s ‘‘Black Jack Books’’ series
in 1940. This U.S. Edition is the first with the Introduction by Hillary. The verso of
the title-page states ‘‘First Edition’’. Renard states that its the First U.S. Edition.
One of the most incredible survival stories to come out of Antarctica.

Worsley, F. A., CDR, DSO, OBE, RD, RNR. Shackleton’s Boat Journey. Introduction
and Notes by Duncan Carse. Folio Society Edition. 148 (colophon) pp; endpaper
maps, portrait frontispiece, 8 plates, list of expedition members; orig colored
pictorial cloth boards, spine lettered in gilt. Slip case is starting to at foot of spine
& front top, stained on top & spine on one side. London: The Folio Society, 1974.
(vg in slip case) (after Spence 1281) (Renard 1735) (CBull 01/13/95)

$ 33.50

72.50
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Wright, Charles S. Silas ---- The Antarctic Diaries and Memoir of Charles S. Wright.
Edited by Colin Bull and Pat F. Wright. Illustrated by Pat F. Wright. 1st Edition
(trade). Super roy 8vo, xxxii, 419 (colophon) pp; laid in print*, portrait frontispiece**, 12 maps, many numerous illus***, glossary, bib, index; orig grey cloth
boards, spine lettered in silver. Columbus: Ohio State University Press, (1993).
(new in d.j.) [A--49173] (Before Renard 1739)

$ 60.00

88.83

Wright was the physicist and glaciologist on Scott’s last expedition. This nicely
done book shows via his journals, memoirs, and letters, his view of events on the
expedition.
*The laid in print, which is the color print, on a card, of the Terra Nova, with signature
and personal inscription by Colin Bull is in a frame hanging in my office.
**The portrait frontispiece of Silas was provided for the book by John Katsufrakis.
***Colin claims that there are 237 exquisite drawings, but I didn’t count them. 400
drawings were done for the original mss by Pat Wright, but she could find no
publisher for her edited version of the original diary.
Colin Bull had known Sir Charles Wright since 1952 and while he was working in
Antarctica he named the first area where he worked ‘‘Wright Valley’’.
In all the books I have ever read about Scott’s expeditions you never hear about
anyone having a bowel movement. Shackleton did and Amundsen did, but Scott
never did take a shit. However, in this book, Silas describes a bowel movement
as ‘‘taking a dump’’. That is dating a slang term that I thought to be of recent vintage.
Unless of course Colin edited the ‘‘dump’’ into the mss.

Wright, Charles. Silas ---- The Antarctic Diaries and Memoir of Charles S. Wright.
Edited by Colin Bull and Pat F. Wright. Illustrated by Pat F. Wright. Limited
Special Edition. Super roy 8vo, xxxii, 419 (colophon) pp; illus endpapers, colored
frontispiece (Terra Nova), limited edition page, another frontispiece (portrait of
Silas), 12 maps, many numerous illus, glossary, bib, index; orig blue cloth, spine
lettered in gilt, a fine copy in orig matching blue cloth slip-case with blindstamped
silhouette on front. Limited Special Edition, signed by editors, copy # 63 of 150
copies. Columbus: Ohio State University Press, (1993). (sigs/inscription*) (new
& boxed in slip case) (Renard 1739)
$105.00

135.00+

The Ohio State University Press, and others, considered that the book was worth
a special edition but couldn’t afford to produce it. Colin Bull agreed to pay the costs
and underwrite the Limited Edition of which he was the sole distributor.
The last copy of this Special Edition was advertised in Colin’s 1997 Summer
Catalog for 135.00
*Inscription on verso of Limited Edition page: ‘‘Billy-Ace Baker: / With much appreciation for / your
encouragement and support over the years. / With very best wishes / Colin Bull / 29 Sept. ’93’’.
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Young, Louise O., Illus by Larry Elmore. Ice Continent. A Story of Antarctica. 1st
Edition. 27 [37] pp; (last 8 pages is a fold-in-fold-out (fifo)), glossary; orig
plasticized illus cover, spine and front board lettered in black, front board (& d.j.)
illus with emperor penguins & chick. Norwalk, CT: The Nature Conservatory,
[1997]. (juvenile) (new in d.j.) (30597)

N$ 20.40

24.95

NZ$ 11.00

33.00

The fifo at the end of the books features a fact sheet about McMurdo & Antarctica
and an illustrated glossary of antarctic wildlife on the outsides of the fifo. The inside
of the fifo features a panoramic view of wildlife above and below the ice.

Young, Pamela. Penguin Summer----or, a rare bird in Antarctica. 1st Edition (?). 167
pp; 3 endpaper maps, 16 plates, appen; orig light green cloth-grained papered
boards, spine lettered in gilt. D.w repaired, clean copy with worn corners & edges.
Wellington: A. H. & A. W. Reed, (1971). (signature*) (vg in d.w.) (Renard 1742)
The Author, who is from Christchurch, went to the ICE with her husband to study
Adelies and Skuas.
*Signature on front free endpaper: ‘‘G. W. Davies / 341 . . . Pleasant Rd.’’.
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